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PREFACE 
'This  r epor t  desc r ibes  and analyzes the activit ies of the Urban 
Development Applications Pro jec t  during its third quar te r - -1  July 1970 
t o  30 September 1970. 
The objective of the project  is to promote the application of 
NASA technology to problems in an urban context. a The cu r ren t  pro-  
blem a r e a  focus is urban construction. 
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1 .0  INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY O F  ACTIVITIES 
The third quarter  of the UDAP operation was significant in 
s e,ve ral r e  s pe c t s : 
8 Completion of many efforts begun in  the first six months. 
The results of these efforts provided a great  deal of information 
on the technology t ransfer  process  in the urban construction and 
planning a rea .  It appears ,  that with few exceptions, manufacturers 
o r  construction personnel a r e  hesitant about introducing new 
technology. 
section 2. 5 of this report. In general ,  one can say that often 
the construction firm cannot forecast  the effects of the use of 
new technology and is thus unwilling o r  unable to take the financial 
risks involved in the implementation ; consequently, innovations 
might: initially be be tber  stimulated through government agencies 
The reasons a r e  complex and a re  discussed in 
o Establishment of institutional relationships between UDAP and 
gove rnment agencies . 
The findings mentioned above led to a deemphasis of efforts with 
manufacturers and contractors  and an increased emphasis on 
working with government agencies involved in the urban construction 
and planning area. 
an on-going relationship between UDAP and the two mos t  
important groups doing this work L -  HUD and the New York 
State Urban Development Corporation. 
Major progress  was made i n  establishing 
0 Emphasis on generic problem-solving 
Search and match activities concentrated on the area of life safety 
in urban housing; specifically: 
1. 
2.  Intumescent paint'for fireproofing. 
Polymeric semi-conductors for  smoke detection. 
1 
3 .  
'4. 
Fire retardant foams for fire protection. 
Developments on the aluminum-copper interface to reduce fire 
hazards.  
It is important to note that the technological information sought by 
both hardware and software corporations was quite specific. 
computer program transfer  activities, 
was a small detail that blocked t ransfer .  
provision for  a special  type of pipe fixture in  a program to compute the 
optimal piping plans for a building was  the cause fo r  that program to be 
rejected.  
than to modify an old program of unknown reliability and serviceability. 
In some of the 
it became c lear  that, ultimately, i t  
For  example, the absence of the 
- -  
It was generally believed that i t  would be cheaper to reprogram 
The third quarter  a lso showed that in the construction marke t  there  is 
The field has not been a great  deal of demand for  just  technical information. 
characterized by a comprehensive and organized access to performance 
character is t ics  of technology in the past ,  although there a r e  excellent 
technical people in the industry; e . g . ,  Jim Simpson of HUD, Dave PeLlish 
of the UDC, Joe Newman of Tishman Research Corporation and so  on. 
When exposed to the wealth of NASA technology they are most  interested 
in specific information that NASA has  generated. "What a r e  the fire and 
smoke characterist ics of polyurethanes ? I '  o r  "What kind of toxicological 
data do you have?" are typical questions. A great  deal of this information 
was requested and supplied in the third quarter .  
While m o r e  time will be needed to judge the general accuracy of this 
statement i t  appears that i n  m o s t  ca ses  there is a need for  modification of the 
NASA generated technology to fit construction needs. 
paints have been developed that work well in the situations for which they were 
intended to be used. 
I 
For  example, intumescent 
However, for  use in housing it is likely that 
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the products of combustion will have to be changed, perhaps by a basic 
change in the formulation, and that the final films will have to be m o r e  
light stable.  The NASA advance, that of making films with high hydrolytic 
stability and good covering properties,  will have to be augmented to make 
them truly useful in  housing. This suggests that, in the construction 
marke t ,  it m a y  be m o r e  appropriate to speak of technology "utilization" 
rather than technology " t ransfer" .  
Efforts to formalize and increase the depth of activities in the 
development of alternative technological approaches to problems resulted 
in the u s e  of a unique group of consultants: experts in diverse technological 
areas (civil, mechanical, chemical and electr ical  engineering, and 
archi tecture)  f rom the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Urban 
Systems Laboratory. 
of UDAP work other than the definition of alternate technological 
approaches to problems. 
The consultants will be used in many phases 
The third quar te r  a l so  taught u s  much about the mundane difficulties 
of dealing with technological problems in the housing industries.  
faced with vacations, retirements,  overloaded schedules and so  on in the 
user agencies. 
UDC, meetings mus t  be set up a month in advance. 
particularly the Government agencies a r e  under great  p re s su re  to produce 
dramat ic  changes in construction, yet they a r e  not receiving adequate finan- 
cial backing. 
reams of information on new technologies. This places much of the burden 
on UDAP to carefully tailor all presentations,  providing summaries  o r  ex- 
tracts along with detailed l e t t e r s  or  technical data. Otherwise, agency per -  
sonnel wil l  become discouraged by the bulk of the mater ia l  and not read any 
of it. Consequently, UDAP has found that it mus t  evaluate technical options 
itself and only present  the most  important resu l t s  such a s ,  '!It works and it 
will cost  $0.50/unit. I '  
gatives might  be usurped in the process  but without such activity there would 
UDAP was 
In HUD if often takes 2 days to make telephone contact. With 
The ent i re  industry and 
A.s a re su l t  they a re  overworked and have little t ime to examine 
This means that some of the client agencies '  pero- 
be  no possibility for  t ransfer  at all. I ,  
- 
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Thus, the third period was a significant one fo r  the program. It 
fully established the groundwork for  exploitation in la ter  periods.  Pro- 
g r e s s  was made i n  establishing on-going relationships with Government 
agencies. 
much of the initial planning for  the International City Managers Conference 
to be held in the fourth quarter  was completed. 
l a t te r  association will become another significant pa r t  of the technology 
utilization program. 
In addition to activities with HUD, UDC and the manufacturers 
It is hoped that this 
4 
2.0  REVIEW O F  REGULAR ACTIVITIES 
2. 1 Introduction 
__ During the first six months of the Urban Development Applications 
Project,efforts focused on determining the feasibility of applying 
aerospace technologies to technical problems in the urban environment; 
specifically, in the area of urban  construction. Contacts with industry, 
government, universit ies and NASA enabled the identification of a 
large number of urban technological problems in the construction field 
for which relevant aerospace technology s e e m s  to exist .  During that 
period and continuing throughout this quarter ,  activities have been 
organized into five basic areas: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5 )  Management, evaluation, and documentation of activities. 
Urban problem a r e a  analysis and selection. 
Urban-Tech problem identification and selection. 
NASA technology search and match. 
Transfer  s t ra tegy formulation and implementation. 
Third Quarter 
Activities in each of the five basic areas are discussed in sections 
2.2-2.6 of this report .  
quar ter  we re the following : 
The pr imary focus of our activities during this 
e Continuation of follow-up with potential t ransferees  in both 
hardware and software a reas .  
Q Determination of the objectives, t asks ,  and budgets for  
the twelve-month period beginning July 1970. 
e, Initiation of analysis of the life safety area, focusing on 
the life safety aspects of f i r e s  in  buildings. 
naissance of NASA technology relevant to life safety was 
conducted and client relations with HUD and UDC were 
emphasized because of their significant interest  in this area. 
Recon- 
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8 Commencement of an active consulting relationship with 
m e m b e r s  of the Urban Systems Laboratory, M.I .T.  An 
initial meeting was used as an orientation session based 
'on presentations by the UDAP staff and as a brainstorming 
sess ion  on alternative technological approaches to two 
problems: flame spread control and detection of smoldering 
fires. 
Q Preparat ion €or a joint International City Managers/NASA 
semina r  to be held in October. 
is to demonstrate the potential of NASA technology for  
problems of the cit ies and to t ra in  the city managers  in 
the techniques they will need to realize the potential. 
The purpose of the seminar  
Quantitative Measures  of Activity 
During the third quar te r  nine new problems were formally 
accepted and searches  completed and reviewed for  eight of the nine 
problems. 
to date. 
out through contacts with HUD and UDC contractors.  
identified will. be compiled and ranked for possible acceptance 
in the beginning of the fourth quarter  when initial contacts have been 
completed . 
This brought the total active problem l i s t  to forty-one 
In a parallel  effort new problem identification was ca r r i ed  
The problems 
MQ new formal  problem statements (statements writ ten 
according to the Clingman guidelines and disseminated to field centers)  
were wri t ten pending the analysis of responses to the five problem 
statements dissiminated during the f i r s t  six months. An analysis of 
responses is presented in section 2.4.  In general  the response has 
been poor and alternative approaches to circulating and following-up 
the statements will have to be devised. 
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The total number of potential transfers (stages 1-4) increased in 
hardware by  about 1570, reflecting the shift in emphasis to Government 
agencies; however, it should be  noted that a single transfer to a n  agency 
m a y  resul t  in numerous adoptions of the t ransfer  by related contractors,  
under our present  system is  only recorded as a single potential transfer.  
Potential software transfer decreased about 2070 as companies examined 
programs in  detail and continued to reject them on the basis  of non- 
applicability to a specific problem. 
as a resu l t  of the shift in emphasis f rom software to hardware. 
Further  decreases  may be  expected 
A total of 261 contacts with NASA, Government agencies, uni- 
vers i t ies  and industry were  made during this period. 
pared to the past  two quar te rs  reflects the changed nature of work as 
focus shifts f rom a wide net of contacts to identify general  problems to 
a m o r e  concentrated effort with agencies and users  whose potential for 
t ransfers  is high. 
The decrease com- 
Table 1 gives quantitative statist ics for  the period. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY O F  ACTIVITIES FOR THIRD QUARTER, 1970 
ACTIVITY NUMBER 
PROBLEMS J U L Y  AUGUST SEPT. TOTAL 
New Problems Accepted 
Problems Rejected 
Problems Inactivated 
Problems Reactivated 
Total Problems Currently Active 
6 2 1 9 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
41 38  
- 0 
41 
- 0 
40 
c_ - 
I_ - 7 
PROBLEM STATEMENTS 
. Prel iminary Problem Statements 
Prepared this month 0 
Problem Statements Submitted for 
Problem Statements Disseminated 
Review this month 0 
this month 0 
1 
9 
Responses to Problem Statements - 
(includes TAMU' s )  - 
Cumulative Problem Statements Prepared 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
2 - 
0 
2 - 
0 
5 - 
9 
_I 
9 - 9 - 
SEARCHES 
RDC Computer Searches Initiated this month 0 
NASA/STIF Searches Initiated this month 6 
Searches Received this month 4 
4 Searches Reviewed this month - 
42 Cumulative Searches Reviewed - 
0 
2 
4 
4 
46 
c_ 
e_ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
8 
8 
46 
- 
- 
TRANSFERS 
Current  Potential Trans fe r s 
(Software /Hardware) 
I Stage:: 1 
2 
17/22 14/16 
26 /17  7/25 
2 9 / 0  13 / O  
4 /0  6 / 0  
76 /39  40141 
60 /14  60 /14  
8 /  16 8 /16  
13 / O  13 / O  
6 / O  6/0 
87 /30  87/30 
- -  
3 
4 ;  
Total Potential Transfers  
Potential Transfers  Inactive (Code 9) 
Trans  fe r s 
Stage 5 
6 
7 
8 
46 /22  78/17 78/25 78/25 
Total Transfers  
8 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
NUMBER 
CONTACTS 
NASA Contacts 
Other Government Contacts 
University Contacts 
As s ociatio n Contacts 
Industry Contacts 
Total Contacts This Month 
JULY AUGUST SEPT. TOTAL 
2 4  4 0  2 1  85 
14 17 17 48 
1 3 7 11 
4 6 1 11 
106 -- 36 - 2 1 c 49 
c 7 9 87 - c 95 2 6 1  -
*The t ransfer  s tages  are defined as follows: 
1 = The receptor is interested in information about relevant NASA technology. 
2 = He has received a portfolio of relevant information (abstracts,  documents, 
3 = He has requested fur ther  information on these technologies. 
4 = He has received adequate documentation and/or was put in d i rec t  
5 = He has accepted the concept of implementing the technology and is 
6 = He has completed plans to implement the technology. 
7 = He has completed the required research and development to implement 
8 = He is implementing the technology in production and marketing. 
Tech Briefs, etc.). 
contact with the technologist. 
studying i ts  feasibility. 
the technology. 
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2.2 Urban Problem Area Analysis and Selection 
While identifying problems in urban construction in the areas of 
materiaLs, testing and equipment, environmental control, and pre- 
construction activities, a broader area of concern o r  generic area was 
evolved: life safety in urban buildings. 
a high priority problem and preliminary searches indicate that there 
appears to be considerable relevant NASA technology, particularly with 
respect to fire safety. 
w e  examined death and injury data,  analyzed the deaths due to 
residential  fires, and then drew inferences f rom the data in order  to 
develop a preliminary framework for  home accidents id which prevention 
can be aided by technological methods. 
Appendix A: "An Overview of the Life Safe ty  "Generic" Problem Area. 
HUD has identified this area as 
In order  to begin our analysis of the problem, 
This analysis is presented in 
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2.3 Urb-Tech Problem Identification and Selection 
New Problems Identified 
Nine new problems were accepted during this quarter .  Seven of 
the problems were  developed from further discussion of existing client 
needs and two were developed a s  a result  of work with HUD. Table 2 
presents the nine new problems. 
Problem Identification for HUD 
A significant activity this quarter  was our examination of the 
Guide Cr i te r ia  for  the Design and Evaluation of Operation Breakthrough. 
This four volume s e t  constitutes the output of a 60 man-year  effort by the 
National Bureau of Standards to write performance standards for  HUD for  
the Operation Breakthrough project. 
was 
and opportunities for new technology in the f i re  safety a rea .  
to Robert  E. Philpott, Director of Building Technology in the Office of 
Research  and Technology at HUD, is  provided in Appendix B. 
technical attachments to each exhibit a r e  not reproduced in this report .  ) 
Problems TE-18, Smoke Detector, and TE-21, Testing of Toxicity of Com- 
bustion Products,  were identified a s  a result  of the requirements s e t  by the 
guide. Two other problems identified: M- 12, Fire-Proofing Materials 
(Flame Spread), and TE-12B F i r e  Detection, were already on the l i s t  of 
UDAP accepted problems, so ,  while HUD will now be kept informed about 
them, they were not considered a s  new problems. The Urban Systems 
Lab (M.1. T , )  consultants a r e  currently considering alternative ways of 
detecting smoke and reducing flame spread to feed into this process.  
This may  resul t  in the identification of new problems. 
At a meeting in July a t  HUD, the UDAP team 
encouraged to look at  these volumes for  the identification of needs 
O u r  response 
(The 
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TABLE 2 
N E W  PROBLEMS, JULY 1 - SEPTEMBER 3 0 ,  1970 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENTS 
EC24 Due to aluminum's lower cost ,  reduced weight and grea te r  
supply quantities, there is an  opportunity to replace copper 
with aluminum in electr ical  distribution systems. 
problem is that aluminum is a very active metal and through 
oxidation a resis t ive coating rapidly forms.  
problems have been identified. 
The 
Five sub- 
A. 
corrosion problem. 
B. 
problem as the metal  oxidizes. 
Copper to aluminum connection and the resulting 
Aluminum to aluminum connection and resistivity 
C. 
environment . Aluminum oxidation and resist ivity problem in oxygen 
D. Aluminum wire  as an electr ical  conductor. 
E. 
metals when c onnec ted . Aluminum's high c reep  properties versus  other 
EC25 There is a need to identify and evaluate other alloys as 
possible conductors of e lectr ical  power. 
EC26 There is a need to Fmprove our present method of under- 
ground electr ical  distribution in order  to improve current  
handling capabilities and reduce the heat t ransfer  problem. 
- -  Super conductivity a t  liquid nitrogen temperature - -  Methods to cool the environment surrounding cable 
- -  Heat t ransfer  problems of e lec t r ica l  conductors 
- -  NASAls work on zinc alloys 
EC27 Current  power distribution methods utilize a s tep down 
transformer f rom 15000 VAC to 220 VAC to supply 
electrical power to as many as eight or ten homes. 
This method is inefficient because of the long cable 
lengths f rom the secondary t ransformer top to the home 
and because the t ransformers  are less than 100% 
efficient. A new, smaller, lower cost  t ransformer is 
needed in order  to provide each home with a s tep down 
t ransformer .  
the core  efficiency and solving the heat t ransfer  problem. 
Decreased s ize  can be obtained by improving 
12 
TE16 Spray Foaming Techniques. Variations in temperature,  
humidity, and atmospheric pressure cause difficulties 
in the spraying of polyurethane foam. 
desired uniformity of bubble s ize ,  a less satisfactory 
product with poorer thermal and s t ructural  character-  
ist ics develops. 
a uniform spray  dispensor. 
Foam Tests .  In order  to take advantage of spray polyurethane 
foams there is a need to know what tests have been done on the 
foam, what conditions were used for testing, and what test  
results have shown about the characterist ics and properties of 
the foam. 
Instead of the 
' 
Techniques a re  needed for  developing 
TE17 
TE18 Smoke Detector. There is a need for  a l e s s  expensive, 
more  reliable, but equally sensitive smoke detector for  
use in houses and apartment buildings. Current systems 
cost  between $50 and $150 per sensor.  These systems 
include the rmal c onduc tivi t y monitors , tempe r a  tur e 
sensing, infra-red sensing, U .  V. sensing, particulate 
detection, gas detection, and closed circuit  TV. 
TE19 Ground Short Interruption Device. In order  to safeguard 
a person against electrical  shocks resulting from ground 
shorts ,  hand power tools should incorporate an interruption 
device. A rapid disconnect device should be used; however, 
i t  should be designed so that normal  current  fluctuations 
will not actuate i t .  
TE2 1 Testing of Toxicity of Combustion Products. N o  uniform 
building codes o r  standards exist  for toxic mater ia ls .  
There is a need for a test  methodology and rational for 
developing standards. 
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2.4 . NASA Technology Search and Match 
Search and Match 
Search and match activities for the past quarter  were concentrated 
on the following five problem a reas :  
TE18 Smoke Detection 
M12 Fireproofing Ma t er ia ls  
TE16 /17 Spray Foaming Techniques, Polyurethane Tests  
EC24/25 
T E l 5  Extendable /Retractable Boom 
Variations on Aluminum Interface Problems 
Each of these problems is associated with a specific NASA technology 
and a client with the exception of EC24/25 for which NASA technology i s  
s t i l l  under study. Table 3 on the next page details this information. 
The  f i r s t  four problems a r e  considered to be par t  of the life 
safety area, Thus, the aspect of EC24/25 which i s  of most  interest  i s  
the par t  that the aluminum/copper interface plays in causing f i res .  
fifth problem, TE15 (Extendable/Retractable Boom) i s  the one successful 
t ransfer  s o  far and falls into the special effort which will be launched 
in the Tools, Equipment and Non-destructive Testing direction. 
The 
It should also be noted from the table that some of the problems 
are newer editions of ear l ier  ones. TE18 (Smoke Detection), for ex- 
ample,  is a more  specific case of TE12A/B ( F i r e  Extinguishing/Fire Detec- 
tion) and the latter i s  considered inactive for  a l l  intent and purposes. 
As progress  i s  made on a given problem, a number of "levels" of defi- 
nitions m a y  be required to match technology with the problem. As the 
levels become m o r e  specific, the more  general  levels will become in- 
active, that is, i f  fruitful technologies a r e  discovered. 
14 
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S emina 1- s 
. N o  seminars  were  held during this quarter .  Plans and documents 
w e r e  jlreparerl for  the October 21 ICMA-NASA Conference o n  Technology 
Transfer .  The goals for the conference a r e  to: 
0 Provide the city managers  an awareness  of their roles 
in technology transfer and technology utilization. 
(b Make the city managers  aware of their par t  i n  an  involved, 
interactive coin-munications process to define and select  
problems, evaluate potential problem solutions, design 
plans for implementing solutions, and to interact with.a 
working system to put the program into action. 
Provide the city managers  with an awareness of NASA 
technologies which m a y  apply to urban engineering and 
technological needs. 
Q 
0 Por t ray  the advantages, limitations , and expected outputs 
of the methodologies and resources  which will be brought 
to bear  on their needs. 
The resu l t s  of the seminar will appear in the October monthly report .  
UDAP/MIT Consulting Team -
-__I 
On September 25, 1970 an  orientation meeting was held to introduce the 
M.I.T. Urban Systems Lab consultants to the UDAP operation. The purpose of 
this group is  to supplement the technical capabilities of the project, and 
b y  so  doing, to aid two a r e a s  of the t ransfer  process:  the specification of 
alternative technological approaches to construction problems under con- 
sideration and the evaluation of NASA technologies which a r e  potentially 
relevant to construction problems 
The  members  of the consulting team are, as follows: 
DAVID G. WILSON, Mechanical Engineering 
EDWARD B. ALLEN, Architecture 
FRANCES R.  COTTRELL, Chemical Engineering 
DONALD E. NELSON, Electr ical  Engineering 
RUSSEL C. JONES, Civil Engineering 
Brief biographical sketches a r e  included in Appendix C. 
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The intended mode of operation of the consulting team, including 
interaction with Abt WDAP personnel and others in the technology t ransfer  
process,  is shown schematically in Figure 1. This diagram indicates 
the s teps ,  sequences, and feedback loops involved in  implementing the 
two broad objectives identified. 
At a 25 September s t a r t  up meeting of the M.I.T. and Abt group, the 
NASA Technology Utilization program and the Urban Developxnents Appli- 
cation Pro jec t  were  introduced by R 
background of problems in the housing industry was provided by J. R .  
Simpson. 
safety data and a case study involving tapping of the NASA data bank. 
these introductory presentations,  the second half of the meeting was de- 
voted to identification of alternative technological approaches to two re- 
lated problem areas: 
N .  Fos te r  and W. D. Siemens. A 
K. R .  Radov and J. Bluestein followed with some specific life 
After 
flame spread and detection of s m o l d e r i n g f i m .  
The difference now is that important problems are approached 
_. - -  
from many different perspectives and a synthesis of the useful ideas is 
expected to yield superior searches.  
As a paral le l  activity to the idea generation, each of the M.I.T. 
Urban Systems Laboratory group will be assigned to the task of establishing 
the commercial  state-of-the-art  in a n  area which U D A P  considers to 
be of significant interest  to  the solution of the problem. 
is hoped that unnecessary work can be avoided where the state of the 
art is preferable to a NASA alternative,  o r  on the other hand, i t  may 
point to specific areas where NASA m a y  be able to add i ts  unique features .  
In this way, it 
___I__ -_ > -  
Problem Statement Dissemination to NASA Field Centers 
In June of this year ,  five detailed problem statements were 
prepared f o r  dissemination to the various NASA centers  in order  to 
obtain the input of NASA scientists and engineers to important 
problems being addressed by the Urban Development Applications 
Project.  The problem statements were prepared according to the 
Clingman Guidelines and were as follows: 
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(1)  M- 1 Structural  Material  Incorporating Weather & Sound 
(2) M-4 Durable Exterior Surfacing Materials.  
Insula tion. 
. ( 3 )  M- 12 Fireproofing Materials.  
(4) P C  3 & 5 Detection of Sub-surface Soil Discontinuity. 
(5) PC 4 Joints and Connections Between Modular Units. 
Table 4 Progres s  With Problem Statements, descr ibes  the 
present s ta tus  of responses received and expected from the various 
centers ,  
statements.  Three  centers  had responded to the problems, and of 
those three, one response appears to be worthwhile following up. 
Some of the ideas suggested sound interesting but they are not described 
in enough detail to determine their value a t  the point. 
As of August 19 all the centers  had disseminated the problem 
Follow up with 
the responders  will  be conducted to determine the state-of-the-art 
of the technologies supporting these ideas. Of the five that did not 
respond direct ly ,  apparently little time o r  interest  was shown toward 
the problems. 
The difference between the response deemed worthwhile following 
up and the other two lies partially in the level of specificity of the responses. 
In addition to the specificity problem, one of the responses was essentially 
negative, and the other did not offer any new solutions to the problem it  
addressed.  For exarnple, the suggested tapered pin fittings, terminal 
boards and telescoping f i ts  suggested for  PC-4 are technologies in existence 
today. 
In summary ,  then, the resul ts  thus far have not been very  favorable. 
It m u s t  be borne in  mind, however, that decision was made to correspond 
direct ly  with T U  Officers at the various facilities and not pinpoint appropriate 
scient is ts  o r  engineers beforehand. 
and engineers appears to be a prerequisite to effective interchange on detailed 
problems. 
Parker of Ames on intumescent paints and fire-retardant foams, the response 
Personal  contact with NASA scientists 
In the specific case  where we have worked direct ly  with D r .  John 
has been excellent. 
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Problem 
Number 
M- 1 
Insulation - 
Weather / Sound 
M -4 
Durable 
Materials 
M- 12 
Fire Proofing 
Materials 
i 
PG3,5 
Site Preparation 
and Testing 
Table 4 
Responses to Problem Statements Received 
Date State- 
ment Sent 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6 -30 - 70 
6-30-70 
6 -30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30- 70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
Date Reply 
Received 
8-14-70 
8-20-70 
8-13-70 
8-13-70 
7-24-70 
*8-14-70 
*8-18-70 
*8-.l8-70 
*8- 18-70 
8-14-70 
8-20-70 
8-13-70 
8-13-70 
7 -24- 70 
*8-14-70 
*8-18-70 
*8-18-70 
*8-18-70 
8-14-70 
8-20-70 
8-13-70 
8-13-70 
7-24-70 
*8-14-70 
*8-18-70 
*8-18-70 
*8- 18-70 
8-14-70 
8-20-70 
8-13-70 
8-13-70 
7-24-70 
:::8-14-70 
:X8- 18-70 
*8-18-70 
*8-18-70 
Field Evaluation 
Center of Response 
Langley 
Goddard 
Lewis 
Flight Re search  
Center 
Kennedy 
Mar  shall 
Ame s 
JPL 
MSC 
Langley 
Goddard 
Lewis 
Flight R e  search 
Kennedy 
Mar  shall 
Ame s 
JPL 
MSC 
Center 
Langley 
Goddard 
Lewis 
Flight Research 
Kennedy 
M a r  shall 
Arne s 
JPL 
MSC 
Center 
Langley 
Goddard 
Lewis 
Flight Research 
Center 
Kennedy 
Marshal l  
Arne s 
JPL 
MSC 
D1 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
E2 
A1 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
D2 
A2 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
D2 
B1 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
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Table 4 (Continued) 
Problem Date State- Date Reply Fie Id Evaluation 
Number m e n t  Sent Received Center of Response 
EC-4 6-30-70 
6-30-70 
Modular 6-30-70 
Housing 6-30-70 
6-30 - 70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
6-30-70 
Connection 
8-14-70 
8-20-70 
8-13-70 
8-13-70 
7-24-70 
*S -  14-70 
'KS-18-70 
*S-18-70 
:K8-18-70 
Langley 
Goddard 
Lewis 
Flight Research 
Kennedy 
M a r  shall 
Arne s 
JPL 
MSC 
Center 
A1 
N 
N 
N 
E l  
N 
N 
N 
N 
A - Center staff reported previously developed aerospace technology 
B - Center staff reported previously developed --aerospace technology 
C - Center staff reported underdeveloped concept requiring m o r e  research and 
deve lopme n t 
D - Center staff was  responded negatively to the problem statement as writ ten 
E - Response is well  known, and is in the u s e r ' s  l i t e ra ture  
N - Center did not respond a t  all 
1 - Pertinent and applicable 
2 - Not pertinent, o r  not applicable 
* - Follow-up calls in  the fourth quar te r  confirmed status.  
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2.5  Transfer  Strategy Formulation 
Shift in Emphasis 
During the past quarter ,  U D A P  changed its  emphasis f rom a 
transfer strategy involving numerous individual and unrelated items to a 
grouping of problems and needs representing a coherent and broader a r e a  
of concern. 
priority a r e a  for the Department of Housing and Urban Developments in 
i ts  extensive activities. 
subject because the life safety of the astronauts is obviously a cr i t ical  
ingredient to the success of the space mission. 
life safety problem which can be treated from a- technological standpoint 
is the minimization of deaths caused by fires, a subject which NASA has 
studied exhaustively a s  a result  of the Apollo f i re .  
just  trying to find a better fire-proofing mater ia l  for housing, or assisting 
in the development of a superior f i re  extinguisher or  smoke detector in 
competition with a number of opportunities in other a reas  of concern to 
urban housing, UDAP decided to consider i ts  focal point as the life safety 
area, and in particular the fire safety portion of i t .  In this way a number 
of small impacts in the same generic a r e a  can, together, contribute 
significantly to the solution of key  urban problems. 
The a rea  chosen was that of life safety which is a high 
NASA, too, has shown great interest  in this 
A large part  of the 
Thus, instead of 
A review of our industrial contacts indicated that the degree of 
cooperation we were receiving from various manufacturers involved in 
the construction industry was mixed and poor a t  best. 
method of marke t  aggregation was judged to be a necessary inducement to 
manufacture in view of the multiplicity of ba r r i e r s  due to jurisdiction, codes 
and unions. 
concerned with market  aggregation: 
Furthermore,  some 
As a result  of these findings, UDAP made two decisions 
(1) to cultivate relationships with government agencies a t  the 
federal  and state level, 
State), and 
(i .e. ,  HUD and UDC of New York 
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(2) to develop a more  sophisticated marketing approach 
which focuses on a segment of the market  in an attempt 
to make success or failure in transfer activities a 
statist ical  rather than a random process.  
To c la r i fy  this second point, it should be noted that UDAP 
originally sought urban construction problems f rom a broad range of 
sources,  and then visited potential clients to see i f  assistance might be 
provided. 
addressing these problems in their laboratories but had no intention of 
disclosing any information which might hurt  the firm if the competition 
obtained the information one way o r  another. 
of the construction industry seems to be such that it imposes a stronger 
sense of secrecy on the company than many other industries. As a 
consequence, transfer progress w a s  largely a function of choice of 
company, and in the ear ly  stages of the project, 
by leadership in their field and proximity to our operations. 
In many cases ,  the potential clients were believed to have been 
The competitive nature 
this was determined 
The "statistical" process mentioned re fers  to our decision to 
focus some of our resources  on a marke t  segment made up of tools, 
equipment and non-destructive testing manufacturers.  
that NASA had made important contributions in these a reas .  
also a number of reasons why tool manufacturers,  f o r  example, might 
be more  interested in NASA technology than the mater ia ls  manufacturers 
that we had been contacting previously: 
heavily in R & D  and (2) the relatively low r i s k  of implementing a 
readily transferrable concept ( i . e . ,  no codes o r  unions to fight) with 
a potentially high payoff. 
It is  apparent 
There a r e  
(1) their inability to invest 
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A modest  effort based on transferring NASA computer software 
was launched during the f i r s t  s i x  month's contract for the UDAP. As 
evidenced by the analysis presented in Section 3 . 2 ,  the transfer mechanism 
for  computer software to the construction industry is  coaplex ,  requires 
an applications engineering approach, and probably would not bear f ru i t  
in the shor t  t e r m .  It was therefore decided to trade off the longer t e r m  
software option in favor of allocating the resources  employed to hardware.  
Much of the activity during the f i r s t  six months of the contract 
should be characterized a s  "start-up" activities. 
was faced with the need to experimsnt with a number of approaches in 
order  to abstract  f rom that experience to develop a suitable framework 
for  an on-going operation of the project. To c a r r y  out this experimental  
work effectively it was found necessary to devote a substantial amount of 
our resources  to the planning, documentation and evaluation of the UDAP 
activity. F o r  example,  the design and routinization of the reporting 
instruments used in the project required a great  deal more  work in 
these e a r l y  stages than maintenance of the system during this past 
quarter .  
enabled m o r e  time to be spent on searches,  client contacts and other 
ope rational activity. 
In other words,  UDAP 
The time freed up by the maturation of this activity has 
Implicit in some of the remarks  above is also a shift in emphasis 
f rom long-run to short-run considerations. 
operations were deemed to be longer te rm efforts and this was 
one of the key reasons for phasing these operations out in favor of 
devoting more  attention to hardware.  
influenced UDAP to se t  up the special effort on tools, equipment and 
non-destructive testing because these might involve simpler transfer 
mechanisms than, s a y ,  mater ia ls ,  o r  parts of complex systems,  and 
therefore take l e s s  time. 
Note that the software 
This short  run emphasis has a lso 
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Different Mix of Functions 
One of the significant changes to the technology transfer process 
was the establishment of a formal unit for  generating alternative 
technological solutions to problems identified. 
five professors f r o m  M.I .T. ls  Urban Systems Laboratory group and 
key members  f rom the U D A P  staff a s  described in Section 2.4. 
The unit consists of 
Liaison with key  government agencies i s  quite different f rom 
dealing with industrial firms. 
working with a multi-agency team became evident. 
During the past quar te r ,  the problems of 
2 . 6  Management 
Or g aniz a t  ional Change s 
The shift in the UDAP organization a s  a resul t  of the changes in 
emphasis  and functions detailed above is depicted in figures 2 and 3 .  
It can be seen that: 
phased out; (2) the Planning Manager, whose operational role  is defined 
by the chart ,  has been assigned responsibility for  future activities 
with ICMA in addition to informal day-to-day operational duties; (3)  
the addition of the USL - M. I. T 
5 .  R .  Simpson in a consulting capacity to facilitate the liaison activity 
with government agencies. (Mr. Simpson was until just  recently the 
Director of Advanced Building Technology for HUD. ) 
(1) software personnel are in the process of being 
group; and finally (4) the addition of 
Change in Transfer  Strategy 
The changes in emphasis,  mix of functions, and organization, are 
the consequences of our perception of the changes required for a successful 
technology transfer process. 
clients to a few government agencies requires a different conception of 
how transfers  might take place; that is, U D A P  would be working with an 
agency capable of marke t  aggregation which could then influence a 
The shift in emphasis f rom many industrial 
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manufacturer to produce a product which he might not ordinarily produce- 
circumstances where the market  is not assured. 
The addition of the MIT-USL group should yield deeper studies 
into selected technologies and problem a reas  and also more  creative 
approaches both to solving the problem and bringing NASA technology 
to bear in new and unique ways. As has been mentioned, the function 
has now been formalized whereas,  under the former transfer strategy, 
it was implicit. Also, during the f i r s t  six months our staff focused on 
different parts of the t ransfer  pipeline in order  to get sufficient activity 
started so that a high degree of concentration might be brought to bear 
immediately. 
identification activity, an activity which should now be considered 
in perspective and balance with the r e s t  of the system. 
Thus, a large part  of the effort had to do with problem 
The difference in t ransfer  strategy during the f i r s t  six months 
and that which evolved during the las t  quarter i s  displayed in Figure 4. 
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3 . 0  HARDWARE /SOFTWARE TRANSFER OPERATIONS 
3 . 1  Hardware 
During the third quarter  two major  shifts in emphasis affected the 
operational aspects of UDAP. 
individual contractors to a greater  emphasis on working with government 
agencies. 
relationship with are the Urban Development Corporation of New York 
(UDC) and the Operation Breakthrough section of HUD. Both of these 
agencies are supervising large scale construction projects employing 
individual contractors to design and construct'  much needed housing 
units. 
and the need for  fast ,  inexpensive techniques to expedite building offer 
an excellent marke t  for  NASA technology t ransfer  with potentially 
widespread impact. 
The f i r s t  was a shift in emphasis f rom 
The two agencies we have established a potentially profitable 
Both the centralization of a large volume of units to be constructed 
3 . 1 . 1  Urban Development Corporation 
Background: 
In 1968, the Urban Development Corporation was created for  
the purpose of planning and developing the urban areas of New York State. 
In order  to achieve this goal, extensive powers were given to the 
UDC. 
The UDC can enter into joint financing agreements with loca l  
agencies or private groups. 
It can acquire land, both public and private, through the exercise of 
eminent domain. 
building codes. 
the redevelopment of local communities and the construction of "new 
towns - in- town" and "new towns . I !  
It has the power to float $1 billion in bonds. 
It has the power to override obsolete zoning and 
It can provide the economic resources  and expertise for 
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Above all, the Urban Development Corporation, unlike any other 
Government agency, has the major  responsibility and the complete and 
continuing authority for  the development of a project f rom land acquisition 
to final construction. 
many of the complex problems - f rom s t a r t  to finish - which often thwart our 
housing and urban development programs. 
The powers given to UDC enable it to deal with 
UDC/UDAP Operations 
O u r  f i r s t  meeting with the Housing Technology Officer of the 
Urban Development Corporation took place June 30. At that time he 
was presented with a portfolio which essentially described the NASA 
Technology Utilization Program, the place of the Urban Development 
Applications Project in  that program, and preliminary problem areas 
in which we had been working with examples of specific technologies 
which might be appropriate to the Urban Development Corporationls 
needs. 
areas of concern were only identified in a very general sense; for 
example, UDC was interested in durable coatings and finishes,  but 
could not take the time to say m o r e  durable than r r X r r  which we use on 
such and such application. As a consequence of that meeting, a number 
of printouts on hand a t  UDAP were reviewed and appropriate references 
selected. These were sent with a covering le t te r  on August 4 .  After 
a number of unsuccessful attempts to contact the Housing Technology 
Officer, contact was finally made on August 27th. UDC had found the 
information forwarded to be of considerable in te res t  and wondered what 
the next s tep might be. 
UDC's response a t  that time was quite favorable, however, i ts  
On September 30, a meeting was held in the offices of the Urban 
Development Corporation with the Housing and Technology Officer, and 
his assis tant ,  Stan Reifer;  Roy G. Bivins, NASA: J .  R .  Simpson, Consultant; 
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and Jack Bluestein, Operations Manager for  UDAP. The Housing and 
Technology Officer re-emphasized his enthusiasm about the program 
and his desire  to make use of NASA technology in UDC's housing 
projects. 
and would be most  interested in any i tems which might be t ransferred 
"off the shelf.'l 
However, i t  was pointed out that UDC is on a veryl'short fuse" 
In order  to pursue the transfer of technology, we indicated that 
i t  would be necessary to interview a number of UDC contractors in order  
to define problems a t  a level of specificity where technological solutions 
might be readily developed. The Housing and Technology Officer agreed 
to furnish this l i s t  and indicated his desire  to hold a conference describing 
what NASA had to offer in specific a r e a s  of UDC and UDC contractor 
concern by December 1. 
Analy s i s  
The Housing and Technology Officer for UDC has a mandate to 
introduce cost-saving innovations t o  New York State housing as soon 
as possible. Ten innovations (out of eighty candidates) have already 
been selected for introduction, but these essentially represent "off-the- 
shelf" products used in other states but barred from New York  up to now 
for one reason or another. 
is (1) pushing innovation and (2) not afraid to go up against the traditional 
ba r r i e r s  to technological advance in the construction industry. 
these factors are considered extremely favorable fo r  the introduction of 
NASA technology. 
for  any assistance which NASA technology might provide i s ,  of course,  an 
added positive factor in the relationship. 
This represents  tangible evidence that UDC 
Both of 
The enthusiasm of the Housing and Technology Officer 
Perhaps the major  questions f o r  resolution a r e  the availability of 
UDC personnel to define problems at  the proper level of specificity, and 
the time horizon over which we shall need to work together to make definitive 
t ransfers .  These questions will receive careful attention as we progress.  
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3.1.2 Department of Housing and Urban Development 
HUD/UDAP Operations 
. Initial contacts were made with the Department of Housing and 
In this period introductory Urban Development in the second quar te r .  
groundwork had been accomplished and relationships were established. 
The pr imary relationship developed was with M r .  J. R 
Director of Advanced Building Technology in HUD. 
had thirty years of experience in HUD and is very  knowledgeable about 
all phases of the building process. 
the utilization of advanced technology in the building industry. 
Simpson worked indirectly with Operation Breakthrough and he  provided 
a needed access  to that program. At the end of the second quar te r  a 
meeting was scheduled between M r .  Simpson and M r .  Philip Bolger, 
Assistant Director of Safety for  NASA. The purpose of the meeting 
was to determine what programs should be established to utilize the 
NASA data base in the housing field. Mr .  Simpson was called to the 
White Hause a t  the l a s t  minute and did not make the meeting. 
Simpson, 
Mr .  Simpson has 
He has  thought extensively about 
M r .  
The meeting was rescheduled for  July 10th. This time the meeting 
took place and severa l  avenues of approach were opened up. 
promising appeared to be a plan of soliciting each of the twenty-two 
finalists in the Operation Breakthrough (OB) program f o r  their  problems. 
On leaving this meeting M r .  Simpson notified UDAP that he would be retir ing 
f rom HUD within a month to go into private practice.  
The m o s t  
His successor  had 
J’ not been selected.  
By  the beginning of August M r .  Robert E. Philpott had been 
named to succeed Simpson. 
joining HUD as a Special Assistant to Mr .  Finger,  Assistant 
Secretary for Research and Technology in HUD, 
Philpott was with U. S. Steel before 
On the last day of 
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M r .  Simpson's employment a t  HUD UDAP team members  m e t  with Philpott 
and Simpson to explain the program to Philpott. 
and said he would l ike  to coordinate the activities with HUD as Simpson 
had done. 
consultant. 
program. ) 
He was quite interested 
On the next day Simpson started working for U D A P  as a 
(He has since proved to be an invaluable asse t  to our 
In the initial meeting with Philpott we defined several  problem 
areas of interest;  primarily smoke and f i re  detection with some emphasis 
on the fundamentals of chemistry and physics of f i re  as well as information 
on the toxicological properties of several  mater ia ls .  
prepared a rather  lengthy compilation of the data we had on hand relating 
to these problems. 
what technology was of interest  to HUD. 
could meet  and a t  that time most  of them had not read the mater ia l .  
In response we 
After this le t ter  we tried to se t  up a meeting to see 
It was a month before we 
The meeting participants included not only HUD but a l so  the 
National Bureau of Standards and our representatives f rom M. I. T. 
We told them the substance of our le t ter  and they were all  mos t  interested 
in smoke detection a s  well as non-flammable foams. 
both of these areas have been pursued. 
in the fourth quarterly report .  
Since that meeting 
They will be covered in detail 
. Analysis 
In general  one can  say  that we have a good relationship with HCTD 
and that there is  g rea t  potential there. 
exceptionally long time to get together with them. 
It does, however, take an 
One can e a s i l y  take 
three days just  trying to get in telephone contact with them to se t  up a 
meeting. The meetings come monthly at  best .  
HUD is a l so  concerned with funding f m  applications engineering 
on projects and is a possible source of funds for adapting NASA technology 
to the housing context. 
detail in the future. 
This problem and approximity will be faced in 
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It is a l so  clear that HUD is quite interested in background data 
on NASA technology of which we have supplied them substantial amounts. 
It is clear that in addition to sending carefully prepared, detailed reports ,  
verbal or written summaries of high points must  be included if HUD is to  
use the repor t s .  
in the next quarter .  
We plan to more  explicitly recognize these constraints 
3 5  
3.2 Software 
A significant par t  of the software effort focused on a Boston-based 
An analysis computer system consulting firm, Computer Dynamics, Inc. 
of the relationship is considered useful because i t  can serve to 1) i l lustrate 
the problems involved in the t ransfer  of computer software and 2 )  place 
in  perspective how the decision was reached to phase out software 
operations for the Urban Development Applications Project.  
Computer Dynamics, Inc. , (CDI) is a computer systems consulting 
firm to the construction industry and to local marketing representatives 
f o r  the Applied Logic Corporation (AL), a vendor of scientific and technical 
computer time sharing services .  Under the leadership of M r .  Lewis 
Holzman, V. P., a group of 15 engineering firms in the Boston area has 
recently organized to c rea te  its own Library of Engineering Applications 
Programs and filed it on AL/COM in Princeton. 
will make i ts  l ibrary accessible to other engineering firms located in 
ma jo r  cit ies ac ross  the United States and these firms can be expected in 
turn to contribute a grea t  many programs. 
The Boston users group- 
In May, the UDRP team contacted Mr .  Holzman a t  the suggestion 
of AL. 
transferred to CDI made  such a t ransfer  desirable f rom the viewpoint of 
expected impact and that a supplier to multiple consumers would be in a 
bet ter  financial position to adapt the programs than an individual company 
might. 
It was felt  that the large number of potential u s e r s  fo r  software 
At the initial meeting, Mr .  Holzman was given the UDAP developed 
A week la te r  he indicated in te res t  
Documentation on the programs 
l i s t  of potentially interesting programs. 
in fifteen of the prograrns (see Exhibit 1). 
was provided to  him in ear ly  June and by the middle of June he had com- 
pleted a preliminary evaluation of all the materials and indicated a des i re  
to see the source listing of two programs (#33 "Pipe stress analysis" and 
#42 "Computer program to select  the s izes  of s t ruc tura l  s teel  columns." 
On 1 July, Holzman indicated that he had completed the evaluation 
of all the programs he had received except two and that none of them were 
appropriate for  CDI-or, by implication, for  use by i ts  customers or the 
engineering u s e r s  group. He felt quite disappointed about this outcome, 
particularly so about the pipe s t r e s s  program, #33 and made i t  clear that 
he wished to remain in contact with UDAP. In addition, he indicated a 
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number of a r eas  - -  cost modeling, design, and location of mechanicals,  
where he felt NASA might have valuable software. 
In the process of reaching a final evaluation of two programs - -  
those which, in  fact, showed the greatest  promise,  Holzman requested 
source listings of the programs. 
seem to have been based on two factors: 
His reasons for wanting this i n f o r m  tion 
1. The computer system on which the programs were to 
be implemented was radically different from the 
system for which they were intended. 
utilizes a pair of PDP-  10 computers with non-standard 
core memory  and peripheral input/output equipment to 
provide interactive time sharing service.  
structure required for a time sharing environment is 
radically different f rom that used in the batch operations 
for which the programs were written. 
some changes would be required to use these programs 
in the new environment the value of the program structure 
and the 1/0 structure had to be established. 
evaluation must  be based on a source listing. 
The AL system 
The program 
Given that a t  least  
' 
This kind of 
2. The level of detail of examination that i s  revealed in the 
reasons f x  ultimate rejection of these programs suggests 
that relevant c r i te r ia  for adoption of specific programs 
are complex. 
lack of content or quality standards for program documen- 
tation, makes a source listing the only unquestionable basis 
for  accurate information on the rea l  capability of a program. 
This complexity coupled with the apparent 
At UDAP's  request, Mr .  Holzman indicated for each of the pro- 
grams he had evaluated as of July 1, the reason why it was not acceptable. 
Exhibit 2 l i s t s  those reasons. 
3 7  
Analysis 
Figure 5 describes the information needs and decision points in 
the computer software project. 
produced the l i s t  of fifteen programs for which CDI considered it 
useful to see the documentation. 
programs is presented in the Table 5. 
of these reasons is contained in Appendix D).  
The evaluation of abstracts by CDI 
The reason for  rejection of various 
(A more  detailed description 
F o r  CDI's purposes, programs 28, 29,  30 and 43 dealt with non- 
code constrained structural  analysis or designs which were not appropriate 
for building. 
software and CDI's u s e r  needs i s  that the construction industry requires 
codes a s  inputs in order  to meet  requirements of a code setting body. 
Even if an  applications engineering effort could be brought in to adapt 
the program to construction by adding code constraints, i t  is  important 
to recognize that applications engineering in this context; that is, the 
altering, updating and documentation of programs would appear to r e s t  
entirely with the t ransferee of the coniputer software. 
have had to accept a continuing task of altering and updating codes for 
these programs, a responsibility it did not consider economical to accept. 
It is also noted that the memory  size i s  an important consideration 
fo; a time sharing service company and NASTRAN and ELAS (#46 and #41) 
were rejected by CDI for this reason. 
The essence of the mis-match here  between the computer 
Thus, CDI would 
Both require too large a memory.  
The asser t ion that UDAP #33 appears to be a sub-routine of a large 
program and as such i s  of limited usefulness to CDI's operation is a lso 
an important consideration. It, too, ra ises  the question of maintenance 
and adequacy of computer software programs,  and signals that these 
must  become concerns of UDAP if it i s  to  successfully pursue transferring 
computer software. 
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INFORMATION NEEDS AND DECISION POINTS 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE TRANSFER 
Figure 5 
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In reviewing the results of this relationship, UDAP became im- 
pressed with the complexity of the process involved in accepting NASA 
computer software. Figure 7 shows that the User 's  Manual and Source 
Listing detail the following items: (1) program structure; (2) program 
logic; (3)  input-output structure;  (4) algorithms; (5) core requirements; 
(6) language; and (7) machine.  
Each of these items ca r r i e s  a certain probability that the NASA 
context and the construction context will coincide closely enough to permit 
acceptance. Taken together, the combined probabilities of acceptance of 
individual programs appear to be small .  Of course,  the argument can be 
made that i t  is unwise to enter this process without carefully weighing how 
applications engineering can be used to promote transfer,  however, the 
program maintenance policy of NASA together with the rapidity with which 
the industry is changing and new programs are made available commercially 
seems to make this a less desirable route. 
At one point UDAP considered re-orienting its efforts to broader 
a reas  of concern to construction software; that i s  t o  (1) project management; 
(2) computer aided design, and ( 3 )  st ructural  analysis p rograms ;  but on 
review, it was believed that well-supported efforts in these directions would 
yield little, i f  any short  t e rm payoff. 
Because of the major  modifications necessary to convert NASA 
software to construction use,  and the apparently lower benefits per time 
invested in transferring (versus hardware),  UDAP decided to phase out i ts  
computer software operations with the exception of final concentration 
on the Civil Engineering Program and Applications (CEPA) group. 
had already been made with this group and substantial work was in progress.  
Contact 
Thus, with the exception of CEPA activities, UDAP computer software 
operations will be phased.out during the month of October. 
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3.2.2 Civil Engineering P rogram and Applications (CEPA) 
At the August CEPA meeting in  St. Louis, the CEPA Board r e -  
quested that a complete l i s t  of computer programs developed b y  NASA 
be distributed to i t s  membership. 
velopment Applications Pro jec t  and forwarded to CEPA for  inclusion in 
its monthly newsletter which was distributed a t  the end of Augcst. 
copy of this computer program l is t  and i ts  introduction in  the newsletter 
is included as Appendix E. 
This l i s t  was compiled b y  the Urban De- 
A 
During the month of September, 14 CEPA members  responded 
These requests a r e  tabulated with requests  for  further information. 
below : 
UDAP # 
10 
31 
33 
38 
16 
30 
46 
9 
15 
18  
32 
35 
36 
42 
43 
47 
50 
72 
73 
Function Contouring Plot 
Column Analysis of Universally Joined Ends 
Bulkhead Fitting S t r e s s  Analysis P rogres s  
Model Combination for Dynamic Analysis of 
Structures 
Flow - Charter 
Stress Analysis of Torsional Members 
SAMIS, 111 
Stereographic and Contouring P rogram 
Kellog Piping Analysis 
Stepwise Regression 
Pipe S t r e s s  
Simple Column Analysis 
Rectangular Fitting S t ress  Analysis 
G. S. Solution Technique for  Bending of I r regular  
Laterally Loaded Fla t  Plates 
SAMIS 
SAMIS Report System 
Structural  Dynamic Analysis Graphics 
Launch Vehicle Systems Cost Model 
Mechanized Products Scheduling Sys tem 
# Reauests 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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The key a r e a s  of interest  appear to be s t ruc tura l  analysis and the 
applying of "maps" in  three dimensions. 
It appears  that the CEPA members  were essentially responding to 
the desirability of a descriptive program name as in the case of "Kellog 
Piping Analysis Program" and a t  the same ti= noting the language, s ize  
and particular hardware for which the program was orignally developed. 
Thus, i t  is too ear ly  to analyze the resul ts  of the CEPA effort. 
is next to distribute abstracts  of the programs selected in order  to see  
whether there is continuing interest  in each. 
reviewed and the next level of selection made, additional data will be 
available for analysis. 
The plan 
After the abstracts  have been 
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4 .0  CONCLUSIONS 
Problem Identification 
Problem identification is not a static one-phase process  where a 
client's needs a r e  specified, matches made with technology, and a solution 
reached. Rather, it is a n  i terative process  where investigation of 
solutions to the original problem leads to a redefinition of the problem, 
often at a m o r e  specific level of detail. 
s e t  of active problems which grow out of f i r s t  stage problem identification. 
To this changing set,new problems a r e  added as  client contacts increase 
and as our focus on l i fe / f i re  safety uncovers new a r e a s  to be investigated. 
This process  leads to a changing 
NASA Technology Search 
We have found that we can effectively use computer searches on 
problems not yet defined in grea t  detail: 
8 to determine whether NASA has enough technology to make 
the problem worth pursuing for t ransfer  purposes:  
i) 8 to aid in  the fur ther  specification of the problem, and 
a to identify the appropriate NASA programs,  facilities, and 
personnel. 
Once we have located the placed in  NASA where relevant technology i s  
likely to exist ,  personal contact has  proved to be the most  effective and 
efficient method of working on matching technology to a problem. 
Transfer  Strategy 
We have shifted our emphasis f r o m  approaching the private 
sector  directly to approaching it through the public sector .  
with both the private and the public s ec to r s ,  the m-arket aggregation possible 
through government agencies provides leverage fo r  inducing suppliers to 
produce construction mater ia l s  they would not attempt without a partially 
guaranteed market.  
potential t ransferees  to include government agencies is the large increase  i n  
potential impact (e. g. number of units o r  number of people affected) in  
relation to the relatively smal l  increase in the number of new 
By working 
I 
An additional advantage of expanding our ta rge t  se t  of 
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relationships which a r e  established and maintained. F o r  example, through 
the new relationship with HUD, t r ans fe r s  to Operation Breakthrough 
would .affect thousands of housing units where a new relation s e t  up with 
a single manufacturer for the same problem might only affect a few 
hundred units. At the same t ime,  however, we look forward to t ransfers  
to individual clients, for  i n  a n  industry as competitive as housing 
construction, success  by one company will lead others  to seek out NASA 
technology . 
Special emphasis on software activities has  been discontinued. 
The distinction between software and hardware activit ies will no longer 
be observed from a n  organizational, operational, o r  documentation 
point of view. 
applicable NASA contributions to a specific problem. 
Rather,  software will be t reated as one of a range of 
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APPENDIX A 
An Overview of the Life Safety 
"Generic Problem Area"  
An Overview of the Life Safety "Generic" Problem Area 
I. Introduction and Summary 
The purpose of this memo is to suggest some ways of structuring 
the life safety a r e a  that a r e  operationally useful in the problem identifi- 
cation/technology identification/transfer to client process - and focus 
team resources on sub-areas  where technology transfer can have a high 
potential to increase life safety in the home cost effectively. The s t ruc-  
ture suggested below draws heavily on statist ical  information from two 
sources,  the National Safety Council (NSC) and the National F i r e  P ro -  
tection Association (NFPA).  While these may be the best sources and 
the most  accurate data currently available, there a r e  many reasons to 
be cautious of each source 's  data. 
As we discuss  below, i t  appears that the data a r e  a l l  biased 
severely, although all the systematic elements of the bias a r e  not 
known. For  this reason, we use the statist ical  framework primarily 
as a device for focusing analytic emphasis ra ther  than a s  a means to 
establish causal,  much less quantitative, connections. We attempt to 
draw reasonable inferences f rom the statist ical  information, but a l so  
use a large measure  of both intuition and speculative hypothesizing 
(or armchair  empir ic ism) a s  the basis for conclusions. 
path since the data are highly aggregated, i . e . ,  detailed cross-tabulations 
a r e  not available, and hence detailed causal connections cannot be drawn 
for  any type of accident. 
We follow this 
The balance of this memo is organized as  follows. We discuss 
f i r s t  the problem of life safety as a whole, focusing on the NSC 
statist ics,  .and suggest a narrowing of focus to the "fire safety" a rea .  
The third section examines f i re  safety through an examination 
of NFPA statist ics,  focusing on residential f i res .  
The final section developes the major  conclusions, which are:  
1. Highly aggregated death and/or accident statistics 
a r e  nearly valueless a s  an operational tool. 
2. Detailed individual case data may be available but 
is not published in the most  useful form,  multi- 
variable contingency tables. 
A- 1 
3 .  The available data suggests that a concentration on 
certain kinds of f i re  safety could yield good problem/ 
technology matches but that implementation may be 
unfeasible in the near future and if feasible may yield 
only PR impact. 
4. Concentration on some human factors analysis 
approaches to both f i re  and non-fire accidents may 
result  in greatest  socio-economic impact but little 
P R  . 
- Note: To skip the logical development, go to Section IV, p. 20. 
11. Life Safety - -  Aggrevate Death and Injury Data 
The 1969 data on fatal home accidents received from the NSC 
indicates the relative importance of several  accident types. 
Notable are the importance of falls ,  particularly among the elderly, and 
the imagination shown by small  children in finding ways to get killed 
(40.670of other causes and 33.070 of deaths in the 0-4 age group). A 
natural  suggestion made by the method of presentation i s  that age is a 
pr imary s t ra t i f ier  of home accidents. 
the age c lasses  used which vary radically with respect to both the number 
of people in each and the age range covered. 
when some manipulation is performed. 
(See Table I). 
This conclusion is reinforced by 
This becomes apparent 
This seems to show that several  
. different effects a r e  operating. The major  causes of accidents which 
impact the very young and old, who a r e  most  likely to be unable to help 
themselves adequately, do not impact the other age groups in any regular 
way. 
the distribution of accidents shows a central  tendency instead of a pro- 
gressive effect with age and cel l  frequencies (as opposed to the marginal 
frequencies above) exhibit patterns which appear explicable in te rms  of 
the relative exposure of various groups to hazards.  
affect primarily the extreme age groups a r e  removed, f i res  a r e  the 
pr imary cause of death for a l l  groups but two, for which they a r e  the 
second most  important. 
related to age than other sorts of accidents. 
of f i re  deaths, we examine detailed data in Section 111). 
Thus when falls and "other" causes a r e  removed from the totals ,  
When accidents which 
This suggests that f i re  deaths a r e  l e s s  strongjly 
(To examine the "causes" 
This suggests 
that a t  l eas t  three distinct processes a r e  operating to generate the cell  
values in the original table. 
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TABLE Ia 
Proportion of Accidents by Age Group 
. . .  . 
V 
16.5 
8.2 
10.5 
16.2 
19.9 
7 . 1  
8.9 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
c oh 
VI VI1 
8 8 
2 2 
3 12 3 12 
2 13 2 13 
2 2 
1 2 
1 2 
II 
K 
LO, 900 
5,900 
2,000 
1,300 
1,300 
1,200 
900 
3,500 
!7,000 
mn Headings: 
XI  
40.3 
21.8 
7.4 
4.8 
4.8 
4.7 
3.3 
12.9 
100 
8.9 
20.5 
16.9 
23.. 6 
20.5: 
XIV 
G 
E 
D 
A 
C-D 
D-E 
15.9 22.3 
5 . 1  7.3 
-6 .6  9.9 
10.7 14.7 
15.5 17.5 
- 
X V  
E 
D 
A 
C-D 
D-E 
5 . 9 j 4 1 1 . 4  1 7.9 
3.7 34.4 11.3 
VI11 
2 
2 
2 1 3  
2 
2 
2 
3 12 
I = Age Group 
I1 = Percentage of this age group in  US population- 
I11 = Percentage of % accidental home deaths in this group 
IV = Percentage of deaths - excluding those f rom falls 
V = Percentage of deaths - excluding those f rom falls and "other" 
VI-VIII= Highest frequency accident type (see below) for  this age group, under 
the three different conditions in 111-V respectively. 
Proportion of Accidents b y  Type 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
I 
IX 
Falls 
Fires 
Poison (Solid 
& Liquid) 
Suffocation 
(Inge s ti  on) 
Firearms 
Poison (Gas 
& Vapor) 
Suffocation 
(Mechanical) 
Other 
Total 
XI1 
33.3 
11.3 
7.3 
7.3 
6.8 
5 . 1  
19.8 
17,700 
- 
XI11 
41.5 
14.2 
9.2 
9.2 
8.5 
6.3 
- 
- 
14,200 
x VI 
E 
D 
A 
C-D 
- 
D-E 
A - 
Column He ad ing s : 
IX = Cause of accidental death in home (accident type) 
XI = Percentage of all deaths 
X =  Number of deaths 
XI1 = Percentage of all deaths excluding those f rom falls 
XI11 = Percentage of all deaths exluding those f rom falls and other 
XIV- 
XVI = Age group for which this accident is highest frequency cause under 
the three different conditions in XI-XI11 respectively. 
Source: Derived f rom Table I 
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1, 
'2 .i 
3. 
Exposure to hazards which may vary with age, 
but if so  only because activities do. This is  
involved crit ically in non-fall o r  f i re  deaths. 
Ability to respond/react,  which is low a t  both 
ends of the age spectrum. 
in all accidents but its effect is dependent on 
exposure.  
This is  a f a c t o r  
An exogenous event (i. e , not in the control of the 
victim). 
ence.  
interacts  most  with the other two. 
This i s  the basis for an  accidental occur- 
It appears to operate heavily in f i res ,  and 
The natural  question which can be raised i s  (assuming these a r e  the only 
processes  operating) which process o r  se t  of processes a r e  a t  work in 
each cell o f  the table. This i s  cr i t ical ,  since technology cannot effect 
"inherent handicaps" (although education or training can). However, 
technology can  provide the means to monitor and/or protect in risky 
exposure environments and to warn of some kinds of exogenous events. 
If we could associate  processes  with events we could isolate cel ls  with 
high po ted ia l  €or technological prevention and do a C / B  analysis based 
on numbers  of "preventable" accidents o r  deaths or  injuries in each cell .  
Unfortunately, NSC data on causes of accidents a r e  neither detailed 
enough nor do they focus on preventability. 
f rom a 1953 study of the causes of accidental deaths done jointly by the 
NSC and the USPHS i s  that the major  causes of falls and most  "other" 
accidents involve either poor design, happenstance, or inappropriate 
action. 
based only on this data. 
In fact the impression I get 
could influence the former,  but we have little justification 
This analysis suggests only one concrete conclusion. Falls, 
I 
particularly among the elderly,  may be preventable i f  designs take into 
account their "infirmities" in environments where they a r e  present. 
This suggests that human factors analysis of high frequency accidents 
other thana f i r e s  may be very productive. 
housing for the elderly appears  to embody a t  l eas t  some of the kinds of 
"technological" solutions which a r e  possible. 
The design of federally €unded 
Unfortunately severa l  major  questions a r e  raised by the pre-  
l iminary examination of data on all accidents. The most  cr i t ical  of these 
A- 5 
i s  whether or not recent detailed cross-tabulations involving a t  l eas t  
4 variables** a r e  available for each major  type of accident. 
of detail would permit u s  to make causal inferences and to distinguish 
high frequency accident types that a r e  technologically preventable. 
A cr i t ical  presumption is that reported data a r e  statistically representa- 
tive of a l l  accidents that occur - -  they could be non-random samples f rom 
unknown universes. 
the NSC, particularly of injuries as  distinct f rom deaths, may signifi- 
cantly understate incidence of certain accident types or among certain 
population groups. 
numbers,  m a y  be attributed to incorrect causes;  
of the data collection procedures, we should a t  l eas t  be wary of these 
problems. On the other hand, even if there is  serious under-reporting, 
relative frequencies seem to be accurate.  
.I. 
This level 
It is highly likely that the accidents reported to 
Even deaths, which probably are reported in accurate 
Since we know little 
The data analysis above poses what appears to be a major  trade- 
off to be considered a t  some point before transfer activity is begun. - Does 
it pay to devote resources  to the protection of individuals or  property if 
there is either "low" frequency of occurence of "loss", or the occurence 
of loss  i s  not predictable in any systematic way? In such cases ,  it may 
be more  appropriate to insure against loss  while taking "reasonable" 
protective measures .  
adequately insure for all kinds of losses  (i. e . ,  against a l l  types of 
accidents) and that the benefits of insurance accrue in every case  to those 
who would bear  the cost  of loss.  
The central  assumption is that it is  possible to 
* 
For each accident type, a t  a minimum we need the manner in which the 
injury occurred, by age group, by activity environment, and the source 
or  origin of injuring element. 
will vary by accident type. 
occurences and single/multiple family dwelling should be kept distinct. 
See below, Section I V  (p. 20).  
The particularly kind of classifying variable 
In addition, frequencies for rural jurban 
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1x1. Fire Deaths 
In shifting focus to a single cause of accidental death in the home, 
we would expect more finely detailed data to be available. 
cipated that data would be in cross-tabulated form involving a t  least  
the following degree of detail: 
We had anti- 
A. Deaths due to f i res  in the home 
1. Rural/Urban 
2. Single / Multiple Family 
3. 
4. Cause of Death 
5. Age of Victim 
Cause of Occurrence of F i r e  
In fact, the published data (see Table 11) we were able to obtain does not 
even permit a l l  the 2-way cross- tabs  (A-1, A-2, etc.)  listed above, much 
less a 6-way analysis. Indeed, it is unclear whether this data even in- 
cludes a 1  fatalities due to f i res  in a single year due to the nature of the 
coverage. 
J. 
si- 
.b 
.p The single fatality f i re  study (Table IIa) covers a %-month 
period, but it is unclear whether it is only a sample or in- 
cludes all such accidents. 
studies (Table IIb-1 and IIc-1) each cover one year ,  a s  do 
the 3-or-more death f i re  studies (Tables IIb-2 and IIIb-Z), 
and the la t ter  two should be inclusive since insurance would 
ordinarily cover such f i res ,  improving reporting. In any 
case,  these three studies must  exclude all deaths in.2 fatality 
f i r e s  and those in unreported f i res .  
we compare the N F P A  data with the NSC data - -  on horne 
f i res  in 1969 
The large (property) loss  f i re  
To check the coverage, 
NSC NFPA 
c__ 
Single death f i r e s /yea r  (. 5 x total) - 1,250 
3 death f i res  (average) - 810 
Total 5 ,900 2,067 
Large loss  f i res  (average) - , 7  
This implies that there- must have been 3 ,800  deaths in 2-death 
f i r e s  (=l ,  900 such f i r e s ) ,  which seems unreasonably high, or  
that more  deaths occur in single death f i r e s  and hence l e s s  than 
3,800 in 2-death f i res .  We would guess that NFPA's f i r s t  cause 
group is fa r  under-stated perhaps by 50%. Doubling this figure 
would leave about 2 , 5 0 0  deaths to be accounted for by 1,250 2 -  
death f i r e s  if the 5,900 death figure is taken as accurate.  
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There does appear to be adequate information however to develop 
some idea of the relative importance of certain of the factors enumerated 
above. However, it is  extremely difficult to  present comparable statist ics 
on deaths f rom the three "kinds" of f i res  the NFPA statistics cover be- 
cause of the wide differences in the way they a r e  made available. We 
thus t reat  each separately with as much comparability a s  is possible. 
Single fatality f i r e s  reported account for  about 1,250 deaths p e r  I_
and 78'7'0 of these occured in the home with 54'7'0 of total deaths 
* 
year, 
in dwellings ( i .e . ,  single family homes).  
clothing f i res ,  leaving about 1,050 non-clothing f i r e s ,  of which about 710 
were in dwellings. 
"caused" by smoking (in bed, on upholstered furniture, or "carelessly"), 
32% involved "mishandling" of flamable liquids, and the remaining 45'7'0 
were of known but not enumerated o r  of unknown causes.  Of the total 
number of deaths, 5470 were from inhalation of smoke o r  gas and 47'7'0 
f rom burns. 
Of the home f i res ,  16.7 were 
Of the total of 1 ,3  10 non-clothing f i r e s ,  23'7'0 were 
The ar t ic le  accompanying the data suggest that inability to respond 
to the f i re  on the part  of the victim o r  the f i re  department is a major  
if not prime contributing factor to cause of death. 
single fatality f i res  occur a t  night, thus involving sleeping victims and 
delayed discovery, reporting, and response. Age per s e  is thus a factor 
only insofar a s  i t  attenuates the victims response or  places him in the 
population of smokers.  
hazardous situations (flammable clothing or  liquids or  smoking while 
sleeping on a flammable substance) where ca re  could have been exercised, 
Most deaths thus appear to involve human carelessness .  
that the cost  of death prevention in existing homes is likely to be quite 
high and if under-reporting i s  taken into account, it is  likely that the 
unreported f i res  (probably involving only injury) would involve situations 
inherently more  costly to prevent. Notice also that modern fireproofing 
It appears that most  
All of the enumerated causes involve inherently 
It would appear 
techniques in apartnSents a r e  designed to contain the f i re ,  thereby saving 
$6 
To a r r ive  at  annual figures we halve the numbers in Table IIa-1 and -2.  
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, 
&a of Vicfiin Cloiltirig Fires A'oriclo/lriitg Aifotc-hrtcc 
Fircs Cliiitl uiin[  trndrd 29 231 
54 563 A d d  L nl oil c 279 1,073 
20 1o.i O h c r  prisoii ncar1)y 212 1,321 
16 GG Not rcportcd 5 5 -
12 74 525 2.620 
0-5 
6-1 0 
11-15 
1G-20 
21-40 
4 1-GO 
61-70 
71 tip 
Not reported 
SCX 
Male 
Fer11alc 
Cairse of l3c~rilt 
Cas or sinol:c . 
Burns 
f kart at tack 
Other ._ 
. Wlicre die Fire Occirrrcrl 
Ih i l  ding 
D\\-rlling 
Apar[nicnt 
Otlicr rcsic?cntial 
InstituIion 
0 th  Giiilcling 
OlllSidC Locafioll 
Brush aucl grass 
Lawn 
Othcr outsidc Iocaticn 
tiot rcporlccl 
50 
1.14 
303 
152 
4 
525 
257 
20s 
525 
. 88 
I_ 
-
433 
1 
3 
525 
I_ 
274 
102 
27 
28 
22 -
453 
9 
7 -
16 
5 
31 
11 -
47 
CIoihirig Firc 
9 
Ilindrciiicc to Self-ficlji 
Condition or victiin 
loo young lo act 
Bedricldcn 
.. 
525 
4s 
10 
Otiier pliysical ~>anrlicap 5-i 
hletitnlly ill, sciiilc 21 
Iritox ic.1 tccl 29 
Suicide 11 
Aslccp G l  
Otlicr 31 
KO Itnndicnp rcpoitcd 2GO 
525 
-. 
407 Caicsc of Chdiitig Ignitioti 
709 Snioking mntcrinls, 
308 mafcfiw, liglitcrs 225 
344 IIcatiug S ~ O V C  or fiirnacc 62 
45 Cook slovc 71 
2,030 
1,697 
993 
2,630 
1,378 
3,168 
14 
60 
2,620 
1,412 
669 
219 
18 
127 
105 
27 
10 
, 6  
24 
R~ibbisli Iirc 
Otlicr 
Not rcportccl 
l ' y p  of Clo:ltiiig , - 
Outcr clotltitig - Slecpwcm 
U~idcrclotl~irig 
Otlier 
Not rcpor[ed 
Folric of Clothing 
Cotton 
Wool 
~ t ~ i c r  1latLlra1 r2Lic 
Rayon 
Otlirr synthc~ic 
hlixture 
14 
96 
34 
525 
270 
155 
23 
22 
55 
-
525 
Clofliiitg ]Tire Nonclofh ing 
Fire 
163 
12 . 
6 .  
7 
10 
29 
205 
525 
-2,445 Kat rrported 
Flainntnb?c Liquid 1iicolwd 
1 ypo r .  
Gasoline 43 
Othci. or not reported 39 
86 
Use OJ 1;2oiitrnob?c Liquid 
Motor I ucl 15 
Clear I ing 12 
Cooking fucl 6 
Other or not rcported 
Noiiclothiirg 86 
Cnirscs of A'oitckotJiing Firm 
Smoking 011 uplio?s:ercd furniture 
0 t h  careless smoking 
h~~isliancllirig flainniaLlc licliiid 
Other 
Undetcrmincd 
132 Cooking oil 4 
-
40 
53 . -
. Fire 
3 Smoking in Lccl 
2,@0 
- 
. .  
509 
31 ~-
127 
29 
219 
15 
4 17 
Came of l:ai?rrrc io Escnpc 
Firc. cut of,. path to csit 
Ikits irinclcqrintc to Escnpc 
l'rappcd ill Lurnirig vchiclc 
Ikiplosion 
115 otllcr 
1,159 Not rcportcd 
2,620 
c_f 
307 
237 
GI. 
842 
. 971 
* 202 
2,620 
788 
. 3 1  
LOO 
115 
834 
749 
2,G20 
I_- 
j 
! 
1 
Source: Fire Journal ,  N F P A ,  January, 1969 
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TABLE IIa-2 
[ Clothing 
Single Fatality Fire 2/66 - 1/68 
No. 
525 
74 
196 
255 
433 
88 
2 74 
102 
149 
228 
153 
(86 1 
34 
110 
Total 
Age 
0- 10 
11-60 
61 + 
Cause of Death 
Burns 
Gas o r  Smoke 
Place of Occurance 
Dwelling 
Apartment 
Other 
Cause of Fire 
Smoking , e tc . 
Stove o r  Furnace-' 
Flammable Liq . 
Unknown 
Other 
.L 
Y O  
16.7 
14.1 
37.3 
48.6 
99.3 
82.5 
16.8 
52.2 
19.4 
28.4 
43.4 
29.1 
(16.4) 
6.5 
21.0 
Non- Clothing 
No.  
2,620 
66 7 
1,301 
652 
1, 168 
1,378 
1,412 
669 
53 9 
605 
- 
84 2 
202 
971 
% 
83.3 
25.5 
49.6 
24.9 
97.2 
44.6 
52.6 
-
53.9 
25.6 
20.5 
23.1 
- 
32.1 
7.7 
37 .1  
All 
No. 
3,145 
74 1 
1,497 
90 7 
3,067 
1,601 
1,466 
3,145 
1,686 
771 
6 88 
3,145 
833 
153 
842 
236 
1,071 
70 
100% 
23.6 
47.6 
28.8 
97.5 
50.9 
46.6 
- 
53.6 
24.5 
21.9 
26.5 
5.1 
26.8 
7.5 
34.1 
* Stove or furnace as a cause is =exclusive of flammable liquid as a 
cause and the 86 c a s e s  of clothing flammable - -  liquid f i res  a r e  -- all 
included in the 153 stove o r  furnace fires (which include hot water  
hea te rs  ! )  
Source: Derived f rom '  TABLE IIa- 1. 
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TABLE IIb-1 
l?rolq,tllcss of Dzlcclion 
Prompt ( a i t l i i i i  t\*:o minutes) 
I k k 1 q . C d  
Unknown or unreported 
Now the Fire W n s  IMcctcd 
Occupant 
Neighbor or paser-by 
Antonintic sys I rill 
Untanown or uiirtpoi ted 
1 5s.4 
156 
350 .. 
48 
554 
-- 
234 
257 
16 
47 
551. 
-
The causes of the large-loss fires are listed below, 
with t ! ~  iiti~~bctr of fircs and explosions rcsulting from 
cadi cause. 
28 ‘ 
12 
S” 
2 
25 
23 
s 
5 
1 
1 ,  
‘ G O .  
G 
19 
8 
304 
5S4 
- .  
10 11.7 $10,653 
32 12 136 $13,135 
United States 25 
Cannda 
TOTAL 
’I -- 2 21 B,4S5 - 
Apartments - 
1 and 2 units 
Apzrtmctits - 
3 to 20 units 
Apartmcii:~ - 
over 20 iiiiits 
l).~*cl\ings 
IIvt,ls -- 
llotel- 
}lotel - 
hlolcls 
ycar-round u s c ~  13 i 90 5,193 
smsoiinl, i n  IISC 1 0 1 260 
seasonnl, ox SCRSOII 1 0 0 255 
1 1 0 .  SO0 
4 0 ‘1 3,553 
7 2 36 2,%?3 
4 2 s 2,OS@ 
Source: Fire Journal, N F P A ,  May, 1969. 
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IIoco i1ic Fire Was Dctcctcd 
172 . 
280 
99 
551 
-- 
219 
222 
27 
5 
7s 
,551 
-- 
1w:s I Di'xl-1.41, - s u 51 1 I .A 111' 
Tort11 Prop- 
l'otol Total 'I'otnl erty Domngc 
N O .  N O .  h'o. Loss in 
Fires Killcd Inj i  i rcd Tho 11 su I i tls 
17 12 3G $10,059 
13 3 1,112 
20 25 30 $1 1, I71 
.- 3 -
RESIDESTIAI. - SI'ECII'IC occuP.\s~ccy lm~. .~s l>oi \ 'N 
Apnr t nien t s 4 3 27 $Z,FCO 
Jhx4ing 2 0 3 GOO 
Bunk horlse 1 - 3  0 276 
Fmtcmity, sorority 1 1 0 1,009 
m c i  - seasonal, 
JIotcI - ycnr-round use 5 13 3 2,128 
OK scason 3 1 4 2,425 
hfntor hotels ' 3  0 2 1,330 
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property but making i t  more  likely that those in the f i re  a rea  will be 
exposed to extreme heat, smoke, and gas levels. To summarize,  
single-fatality f i r e  deaths appear to be singularly difficult to prevent 
b y  technologic means in the near future. 
high density a r e a s  can design or detection technology be brought to 
bear  on these deaths. 
4 
Only as more  people live in 
Multiple fatality f i r e s ,  which appear to account for about 60% 
of reported deaths appear to involve a much different dynamic. 
appears that those f i res  which involve large (i .e. ,  over $250,000) losses  
are not those which cause most deaths. It i s  not a t  a l l  c lear  however, 
whether there is any relation, much l e s s  a negative one, between size 
of property loss  and number of'deaths, across  the entire range of losses .  
Indeed, it would seem that the two should be closely related in a causal 
sense only below the $20,000 dollar loss  level (i. e.,  the approximate 
value of the average single family house), if a t  all. 
important 'since most  attention in the f i re  prevention a r e a  has been (and 
s t i l l  is)  devoted to property rather than life. 
It 
This becomes 
.I - 
Large loss  f i res ,  the effects of which appear to vary widely 
from year to y e a r  involved the following losses  in 1968 and 1969. 
1. Total 
2. Residential 
3 .  Dwellings 
(approx. ) 
4.  2/1(%) 
1' 
3 14MM 
1.5MM ;.; 1 3 . 5  
58 1969 t 
leaths 
160 
10 
2 
6.3 
Ieath 
66 
12 
0 
18.0 1 4.0 
Fire of this size a r e  clearly of little interest ,  both because few lives a r e  
lost  in residential f i res  of this size since there a r e  almost no residences 
- ~ 
XC 
This conclusion is based on various sources - -  individual fire reports ,  
NBS studies, and conversations with N F P A  staff. 
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which could sustain as much as $40,000 loss. 
creases, o r  in high-density areas with large concentrations of old 
say  $100,000 apartments which a re  dilapidated, the picture could be 
quite different. 
minimization" focus. 
s lum apartments are not even maintained, i t  is difficult to foresee 
As housing density in- 
The fo rmer  suggests a "design for  f i re  injury 
The la t te r  suggests problems; since urban 
them having f i r e  protection improvements made unless f i re  safety 
portions of building codes both shift emphasis to life safety - and are 
rigidly enforced (the net resul t  of which might simply be to reduce 
the quantity of housing available). 
The Major "Causes" of Fires W e r e  (701: 
Large Property Loss All Building F i r e s  
Arson 
Electr ical  Fault  
Smoking & Matches 
Children & Matches 
Defective He a t  ing 
Heating & Cooking 
Flammable Liquid NEC 
Explosion 
Gas & Explosive NEC 
Open Fires & Sparks 
Undetermined 
Equipment 
- 1968 
11.0 
9.4 
5.1 
- 
4.5 
3.4 
- 
e- 
- 
54.9 
88.3 
-
I_ 1969 
11.1 
5.8 
- 
- 
3.1 
- 
2.9 
2.4 
- 
- 
60.8 
86.1 
-
1968- 
6.0 
13.5 
14.8 
7.3 
- 
12.5 
6.0 
- 
0.5 
7.5 
14.4 
82.5 
_I
Source: Insurance Facts: 1970, 111 - -  taken f r o m  NFPA - -  f o r  column 3 
Table IIb- 1 and IIc - 1 for columns 1 and 2. 
The relation between these causes and f i re  fatalities in the home i s  unclear. 
However, a 1952-53 study (Table 111) of home accidental deaths f rom f i re  
provides some idea. 
origin and an additional 1270 of unknown cause. F o r  the remaining 6370, 
cause and origin of 40 o r  more  f i re  instances a r e  indicated in Table 111. 
Of 1,722 f i res ,  2570 were of unknown cause and 
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Furnace o r  Watei 
Stove (cooking) 
F i r e  place 
Cigarette, Pipe, 
Cigar 
Bonfire 
Match, Lighter 
Wiring (not in 
appliance) 
Unknown 
Total 
7'0 of Total F i r e  
Heater 
Death 
Table I11 
+ 
rd 
42 
0 
E 
2 8 1  
234 
74 
184 
50 
4 8  
40 
44 8 
911 
43.5% 
. r 
a 
cd 
Q a 
9) 
k 
+cl 
ri 
u 
J2 
w 
.,-I 
cd 
0 
0 
s 
16.3 
13.6 
4.3 
10.7 
2.9 
2.8 
2.3 
- 
52.9 
Source: Paper received from NSC reporting causes of a non-random 
sample of 1952-53 household accidental deaths. 
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The accidental deaths reported in  the central  portion of Table 111 account 
fo r  43.5% of the 1,722 fire deaths reported in the study leaving 19. 570 
of these f i r e s  to about 100 other "cells in the original matrix.  
other cell. accounts for  more  than 1.570 of the total). 
a l so  that the 1,722 fires reported in the original table accounted for  
2,023 deaths,  i.e., some of the f i r e s  involve multiple deaths. 
(No 
It should be noted 
The las t  sor t  of multiple-fatality f i r e  on which detailed data are 
available i s  the "three-or-more person dead" fire. These fires appear 
to involve pr imari ly  residential  premises,  mostly dwellings (and would 
thus seem to entail  relatively small property losses  although no data 
on this was examined). The major  features of this data are: 1 . . . . . . 
1968 
Deaths Child 
Fires Total !Children Total 
24 8 1,227 455 37.1 
192 801 422 52.7 
140 590 356 60.3 
77.4 65.3 92.7 - 
56.5 48.1 78.2 - 
72.9 73.7 84 - 
z # 
1. Total 
2. Residential 
3. Dwellings 
4. 2 / 1  (70) 
5. 3 /1  (70) 
6. 31'2 (70) 
1,001 
82 0 
511 
81.9 
51.0 
62.3 
4 84 
469 
3 24 
96.9 
66.9 
6 9 . 1  
'ires 
277 
194 
123 
5 .5  
4.2 
3.4 
. .  
While we have no specific causal data on these fires, we can make some 
inferences about their  nature and causes.  The large fatality fires 
should have similar causes  to the low fatality home 
fires but probably involve ei ther  more  extenuating human delay or involve 
greater  elements of surpr i se  rapid spread. They are, on this model 
single fatality non-clothing fires that grew. 
would probably involve increases in the involvement of e lec t r ic  wiring, 
gas explosions, children and matches,  with night-time f i r e s  and possibly 
older m o r e  densely habited buildings involved. 
In terms of causes, this 
While a general  picture of the relationship of key causal variables 
begins to emerge, simple l inear  extrapolation of causes  does not appear 
possible, because cer ta in  effects seem to operate differently in each 
kinds of f i re .  
circumstances which are not systematic in any simple l inear fashion. 
In addition to the "causal" factors  there are extenuating 
Total 
48 470 
57.2% 
63.4vo 
- 
- 
- 
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c 
'i TABLE IIb-2 
1055 Fires Ki1li:ig 'fhrcc or Xorc Persons in the Wiiitcd States 
No. 
. 8: Fires 
102 I' Rcsidcntial 
Apnrtnwnt IIouses 27 10s 52 
Apet!iiicnls lvitli incrcaiitik 5 17 6 
Dorniitorics . 2  8 0 
Dv:clliiigs 140 500 350 
HOtC!S 10 4G 0 
Roorning liouscs 5 20 2 
Other rcsidcntittl occiipnncics 1 . 5  ' 0  . .  
. .  
bfobilc honics, trnilers 2 . 7  6 
4 . .  . Nnccs of h b l i c  Asscmb!y ' 
4 . .. 36 8 .  . '. 
1 .  
Rcstaumnts 
. .  
Edircn tionnl 
Ins ti tu  tional . . .  
7 - '  
. .  
' . . 3 .  
Scliools, privatc day 1 .  9' 
. . .  h?c.iit;iI institiitions . 1  * 3 . .  . o  
Industrinl plnnts ' 13 54 : 0 . 
Stornge 5 . 17 . .. . 3 .  
' 0  . .  ' 2 . .  .. . 7 .  
13 . .  . .  
Pcrir.1 i:i>ti:i i t  ions 
Industrial 
Storage 
.hf isce1l;ineous 
90 0 
Mining, salt 1 SI 0 . .  
AI ercan t ilc 
Mining, co:d 
Gas and oil we!ls . 1 4 : . .o 
I'ipclincs - 2  8 : 0 
Underground utilities . . 1  3 
Aircr:tft . 5 53 0 
Au:ci:nobilcs 8 43 8 
IIUSCS 1 4 1 
Sliips 2 10 0 
.Tnicks (gcncra! carso) 1 4 0 
Trticks (tank) 2 6 .  0 
. 5 .  . .  
11 . 
3 48 6 
\ 
3 .  
19- 
0 %  Tmnsporhlion 
TomL . 2'15 
Toto1 
NO. 
Killed 
801 
36 
9 '  
10 
54 . 
17 . 
174 . . .  
. .  
120 
1,227 
Cliiltlrcn 
Killed 
422 
. .. 
. .  
. .  . .  
. .  
8' . . . '  . .. 
. . 7 . . _:_ 
6 
. .  
9 
455 
Source: Fire Journal, May, 1969 
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‘. 
f 
Source: 
19G3 1:irr.s Killin:: ’Tlircc or \fore I’crwii: i i  :!iz i i t i i t c - t l  S t ; i ~ r s  
Totd 7’VfllZ I’vrul No. 
Cliiltlrcti NO.  X O .  Or iltlrcii K O .  xo. 
Fircs Killctl Kiilcd F i r m  Kiliccl Killcil 
104 s30 469 
41 194 112, 
10 42 17 
1 3 0 
123 51 1 324 
8 30 1 
5 19 12 
5 19 3 
5 23 0 .  
1 3 0 
G 26 
0 10 2 .  
1 3 ‘  0 
1 4 0 
1 3 - 0  
1 4 0 
1 11 0 
1 4 4 
I 3 0 
1 3 0 
Fire Journal, May, 1970. 
17. 
11 
4 
8 
- _  
110 
227 1,001 
0 
.U 
11 
4E4 
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Thus, delayed discovery of the f i re ,  delayed f i re  department response 
to the f i re  (i .e. ,  more  than 2 minutes between receipt of a l a rm and 
a r r iva l  a t  the scene) and nightime occurence a r e  listed (in the ar t ic le  
accompanying the single-fatality f i re  data) a s  "the common factor in 
most  of [the three-or-more-fatality] f i res .  . . ' I .  
would expect that age and location of the home as well a s  the population 
density would effect ea se  with which the f i re  could spread and/or  kill. 
Some individual f i re  reports suggest that f i res  in new residences (and 
high-rise buildings) cause less property damage but greater  loss  of 
life/dollar than older buildings. 
difficult to s o r t  out, given the data available and any conclusions in Section 
IV should be tempered by the strength of their statist ical  foundation. 
In addition, one 
These factors a r e  all relatively 
IV. An Operationally Useful "Causal" Structure 
The data developed above suggests that only three types of home 
accidents are easily preventable by technological methods, based on 
their causes and the nature of their killing (or injuring) action - -  gas 
poisoning, falls, and fires. Falls entail one se t  of causal factors which 
appear to be quite distinct in the way they operate f rom the other two. 
We f i r s t  outline what would be an ideal information structure for home 
accidents and then outline the kind of structure that is possible given 
the best available data. 
J. I- 
An ideal information structure for  home accidents i s  one which 
fully specifies causal  links in te rms  of variables which permit 
the maximum intervention of technological preventive measures .  
most  home accidents involve the interaction of several  factors in a com- 
Since 
plex causal chain, the structure is  necessarily complex. 
* 
Although not discussed above, many of these deaths occur when the 
victim i s  asleep and presumably most  involved natural or LP gas 
(as opposed to gasoline, carbon tetrachlorede, acid, etc. fumes). 
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Causal Elements in Major Urban Accident Types 
Fal ls  
Age 
Location (in home) 
Where fell f rom 
Potentiating element 
Design of physical 
Environment 
Nature and severity 
Cause of Death 
of injury 
F i r e s  
Time of day 
Number of dwelling units 
in building 
Location of f i re  in building 
Origin of f i re  
Cause of occurance of fire 
Number killed or  injured 
Nature. of injury (or cause 
Age of injured 
Amount of property damage 
Age and location of property 
of death) 
. . . .  . . .  
All Other 
Age 
Location (in home) 
Activity a t  time of accident 
Accident type 
Design of physical environ- 
ment (where and what) 
Hazardous element 
Notice that f i res  a r e  unique in severa l  respects;  they can cause severe 
property damage but no injury, they can cause death or  injury in a wide 
variety of distinctly different ways (burns, searing of lungs, gas or  
smoke inhalation) can kill o r  injure more  than one person p e r  accident, 
and can injure a t  a significant distance from the f i re .  
a l so  involves, although to a l e s s e r  extent, the la t te r  two features.  
Gas poisoning 
Given this kind of information structure and statistically rea-  
sonable samples,  one could simply examine ce l l  frequencies (number 
of deaths o r  injuries resulting from the interaction of a particular se t  
of factors) ,  then identify these cells which involve "preventable" accidents 
and concentrate t ransfer  resources on those cells with high frequencies 
and high preventability via technology. Since the data available do not 
permit this sort of detailed analysis based on f i rm statist ical  data, we 
base the inferences below on what seem reasonable extrapolation. 
Falls 
The incidence of deaths due to  falls (and presumably injuries) 
i s  bimodally related to age, with the two extreme groups most heavily 
affected but the elderly (60 and over) most of all (8070 of falls) .  The 
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major  process  involved in accident “generation“ is increased physical 
disability and decreased reaction t ime, potentiated by a hazardous 
situation. Fal ls  among the elderly a r e  more common on the same 
level’(750/0) but s t a i r s  and other built-in level changes a r e  a major  
hazard (as distinct f rom ladders) .  Many falls involve interference 
f rom another person o r  object, suggesting reaction times a r e  involved. 
Many falls on the same Level occur in the bedroom, but over half the 
falls  of the elder ly  involve no r ea l  potentiating object (e. g . ,  many 
elderly people fall  out of bed or  cha i rs ) .  
The high incidence occurrance is of an elderly person slipping . .  
and falling on a level  sur face ,  possibly on a slick floor or  sliding throw 
rug, and down s t a i r s  that have’no handholds or  a r e  pitched to steeply 
with short- t read runs.  
since younger people encounter no r ea l  problems. 
that falls on the same level involve injury much more  frequently than death, 
particularly among the elderly. 
a different level are a far grea te r  cause of death, since most falls of 
this s o r t  occur a t  work and the elderly are only marginally in the labor 
force.  
Human factors  a r e  c lear ly  the major  “cause” 
It i s  highly likely 
This is so since even though falls f rom 
F i r e s  
The archetypal f i re  that kills would appear to involve a conjunction 
between a source of high heat o r  flame that is regularly present in the 
home (cigarette,  furnace, gas hot water hea te r ,  cooking stove, f ireplace) 
with a highly combustable substance (clothing, gas or vapor/fumes such 
f i res  probably involve a t  l ea s t  50% of the household deaths and possibly 
90% of childrens deaths f rom f i res .  
occur in single family dwellings, but f i res  with a high death toll seem 
more  likely to occur in old multiple family dwellings (up to 5 units) .  
Most fatal  f i res  (overhalf) probably 
F i r e  spread and hence danger of death is significantly increased 
by delayed discovery. 
A-2 1 
Gas Poisoning 
This is really an after-thought. The cause of death here  is almost 
identical to that when death is due to gas or smoke inhalation in a f i re .  
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APPENDIX €3 
A B T  A S S O C I A T E S  INC.  
55 WHEELER STREET,  CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02138 
TELEPHONE A R E A  6 1 7 - 4 9 2 - 7 1 0 0  
12 August 1970 
Mr.  Robert E. Philpott 
Acting Director for Building Technology 
Housing and Urban Development 
451 7th Street ,  S.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20410 
and Certification Division 
Dear Bob, 
We have reviewed the Guide Cri ter ia  for the Design and Evaluation of: Operation 
Breakthrough. The document is very impressive jl, both its approach. and scope. 
W e  have focused our review to this point on the "F i r e  Safety" attribute. A brief 
scanning of the other eight attributes indicates many requirements that NASA 
would be in a unique position to contribute to, but we wil l  leave these for later 
on in the year. 
The purpose of this letter is to indicate to you those requirements that we have 
identified in "Fire  Safety" and to present  to  you in a preliminary scanning of the 
NASA data bank and other resources  for relevant data. 
the  proper context I suggest you examine Exhibit I which is a schematic r e p r e s -  
entation of the process  of technology transfer f rom NASA to  HUD. 
in this process  is indicated. 
beginning. There will  be much more specific information in the mail  to you 
soon. Shortly after we receive your comments on the relevance of the technology 
that we have passed on to you, we wi l l  be able to se t  up a meeting to  discuss 
very  specific projects with the relevant NASA personnel. 
To place this letter in 
Our progress  
As you can see we feel  that we a r e  only a t  the 
Our review of the Guide Cr i te r ia  revealed three a r e a s  where we feel  NASA can 
make a contribution. They a r e  as  follows: 
i I. Requirements for f i re  safety devices 
11. 
111. 
Requirements for  standards or specifications 
Provision for F i r e  Extinguishment standards or  specifications 
You will  note that only Exhibits 11-IV present the data we have gathered. 
Exhibit I1 has really dealt with the issue of prel iminary alternate technological 
approaches.  
able to talk with you and NBS further.  
documents noted in Exhibit V. 
general  interest  to you such as f i r e  ignition, smoke generation and flame spread. 
Several  documents, or document abs t rac ts ,  were not available when this le t ter  
was prepared.  If, however, you feel  the original documents would be of 
sufficient interest  we can obtain them for  you. 
This assessment  can come in the other a r e a s  only after we are 
These deal with topics that I think might be of 
I have also included some miscellaneous 
B- 1 
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There i s  a topic that has  not come out fully in the work done so  fa r  that we 
believe has special mer i t  in the housing process;  intumescent paints. These 
are paints that  swell to many t imes their  original thickness upon exposure to 
heat  and in doing so issue gases which help to quench the f i re .  
a document on these paints. Their advantage i s  that they can protect a s t ructure  
f r o m  f ive  to twenty-five t imes as long a s  a normal  paint and can, in scme cases ,  
. .prevent failure completely. These paints a r e  not suitable, I judge, for  use 
in housing in their  present  form.  
t i c s  I feel  we should carefully examine the possibility of building on the previous 
. NASA work and developing suitable mater ia l s  for normal  construction use.  
After you have reviewed this mater ia l  i t  would seem to me  to be appropriate 
to c a r r y  out the meeting that yousuggested between the appropriate NBS/HUD 
and NASA personnel. 
hopefully you and I can meet  to clarify any questions that you have. 
In any  case I would like to  hear  your thoughts about the mater ia l  contained in 
this letter so that we may proceed efficiently. 
I have included 
However, in view of their  superior character is-  
In the inter im I will be gathering more  information and 
Best  regards ,  
Director - Urban Development 
Applications Project 
Attachments 
cc:  Roy Bivins 
NASA Technology Utilization Division 
Robert  H. Rea 
.Warren D. Siemens 
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Number 
68N-18746 
69A- 35 062 
69N-29572 
70N - 1 04 1 5 
6511-21493 
64A - 2 7 023 
68N-86299 
68N-851'28 
68N- 18744 
67N-18562 
64N- 80043 
64N-20177 
6 5A - 2 1493 
66N-25447 
65N-27848 
. 
Exhibit IV 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS - GROUP I11 
(AAI Problem Number - TE-Ra) 
Title 
F i r e  Protection for  Oxygen Enriched Atmosphere Applica- 
tions 
The Design, Testing and Implementation of a Halon 1301 
F i r e  Extinguishment System for  Use in the Apollo/Saturn 
Lunar Module Adapter a t  Kennedy Space Center Launch Com 
plex 39 
On the F i r e  Extinguishing Efficiency of Halones 
Investigation of Unique Organometallic Compounds as  
Potential Fir e Extinguishments 
Foam Generator for  Aircraft  F i r e  Control 
Experiments in the Chemical and Physical Behavior of 
F i r e  Extinguishing Agents 
Survey of Fundamental Knowledge of Mechanisms of Action 
of F lame Extinguishing Agents 
Hand Portable Fir e Extinguisher 
Proceedings of Fir e Hazards and Extinguishment Conference 
High Expansion Foam and Some of i ts  Applications for F i r e  
Supression 
Study of Mechanisms of F i r e  Extinguishments of Propellants 
Survey of Recent Research on Flame Extinguishment 
Foam Generator f o r  Aircraft  F i r e  Control 
Stable 60 Type Foaming F i r e  Extinguisher 
Investigation of the Feasibility of Synergestic Enhancement. 
of Hologenated Fir e Extinguishants. 
Enclo s e d 
Abstract 
Abstract 
Abstract 
Abstract 
Abstract 
Abstract 
None 
None 
None 
Abstract 
None 
Abstract 
None 
Abstract 
Abstract  
. *. * . .-' 
Number 
65N-88113 
68A- 34 7 18 
66N- 28 048 
69A-14952 
6 8A - 35 0 05 
68A- 193 70 
65A-25952 
64A - 2 0 745 
65N- 87784 
68N-87029 
68N- 36 5 35 
68N-31041 
6 8N- 1 0 8 1 7 
66N-25 806 
64N- 2 0 748 
64N-20622 
Exhibit V 
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS - MISCELLANEOUS 
AAI Number - cc-1 
Title 
Detection and. Prevention of F i r e s  - A Report Bibliography 
Study of the Ignitior, Mechanism of Paintcd Surfaces 
Character is t ics  oi Fi re  in  Large Cargo Aircraf t  
Flamabili ty Handbook for Plast ics  
Fundamental Combustion Research a s  Related to Airplane 
Safety 
Total F i r e  Protection - Some Realities 
F i r e  Protection of High Speed Aircraft  
Fire Detection - Reliability and Costs 
Application of a Hydrocarbon Tracer  Technique to Gas 
Phase  Mass Transfer  Investigations - Technical Report 
Considerations Controlling Acceptance of Plast ics  Under 
Building Codes and Electr ical  Codes 
What Are the Hazards of Plast ics  in Actual Use 
Flaming and Self ExtinguishLg Characterist ics of Aircraf t  
Cabin Interior Materials 
F lame Retardants - Crosslinked Polyethylene for  Wire and 
Cable 
Structural  F i r e  Emergency Research Today and Tomorrow 
Effects of Atmospheric Environment on Electr ical  F i r e  
Hazards 
Flamabili ty and Smoke Characterist ics of A i r  craft Interior 
Materials 
B-9 
En clo s e d 
None 
Abstract  
Ab s tr act  
Abstract  
None 
Abstract  
Abstract  
Abstract  
None 
None 
Abstract  
Abstract  
Abstract  
Abstract  
Ab s tr act  
Ab s tr  act  
APPENDIX C 
MIT/USL 
UDAP/USL (MIT) Orientation Meeting 
September 25, 1970 
The first meeting between the Abt Associates UDAP team and 
consultants f rom the Urban Systems Lab, MIT, was used as an 
orientation session to  f armil iar ize  the consultants with the nature 
of the project and its operating environment. 
a r e a s  of identification, analysis, and selection of urban problem 
areas and possible technology applications; NASA data bank searches;  
evaluations of search  outputs; and marketing of the technology to the 
appropriate client were  discussed. 
The major  activities 
In addition, an overview of the housing industry and its problems; 
the Life Safety Area; a case study on smoke detection; and the 
problem of flame spread w e r e  presented. The next meeting was 
scheduled for  October 2nd to go over the evaluation of smoke detection 
materials, to develop search strategies for flame spread and smoke 
detection and to  brainstorm two new areas:  s t ructure  rehabilitation 
and module assembly. 
c-1 
- F. RICHARD COTTRELL, age 27, Chemical Engineering Department, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Education: University of Massachusetts , 
Amherst  (B. S. , 1965); M. I. T. (Sc. D., 1968). 
Materials. 
Mechanics Research Laboratory (1969); Monsanto Company (1965); Diamond 
Alkali Company, Cleveland Ohio (1964). Publications on reactions in a 
Hydrodynamic Shear Field, 1969-70. 
Research a rea :  Polymeric 
Professional Experience: summer work with A r m y  Materials and 
DONALD - E. NELSON, age 31, Associate Professor  of Electr ical  Engineering, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
of Technology (S. B. , S.M., Ph. D. (1966)), thesis on "Statistics of Switching- 
Time J i t te r  for a Tunnel- Diode Threshold-Crossing Detector. I t  Teaching 
areas: electronic devices and circuits;  statist ical  communication theory; 
probability and random processes .  
Research  interests  ; noise in electronic devices and circuits;  measurement 
techniques ; instrumentation. 
professional journals. 
Science and Technology to the Governor 's  Committee on Law Enforcement 
and the Administration of Criminal Justice,  Massachusetts. 
Education: Massachusetts Institute 
1970 Schultz Award for effective teaching. 
Publications include numerous a r t ic les  in 
Member of the Technical Advisory Committee on 
DAVID GORDON WILSON, age 42, Associate Professor  of Mechanical 
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Education: University 
of Birmingham (B. Se. 1st  Honors, 1948); University of Nottingham (Ph. D., 
1953); Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University (Visiting 
Fellow, 1955-57). Professional Experience: Technical Director and V. P., 
Northern Research and Engineering Corporation, Cambridge, Mass . ,  1961 - 
66; Technical Director (Europe),  Northern Research and Engineering Cor- 
poration, London, England, 196 0-6 1; Senior Lecturer ,  University of Ibadan, 
1958-60. 
Ground Transportation; solid waste handling and reclamation; man-powered 
vehicles; gas  -turbine thermodynamics. Publications include: Numerous 
a r t ic les  in professional journals on transportation sys tems;  solid-waste; 
as well  a s  thermodynamics applications. 
Research Activities: Automated guideway system; High-speed 
c-2 
RUSSEL - C. JONES, age 35, Associate Professor  of Civil Engineering, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Technology (B. S. , M. S., Ph. D. (1963, thesis in the a rea  of s t ructural  
materials.  
aerospace systems methodology to urban construction, advanced composite 
mater ia ls ,  and interdisciplinary approaches to housing and building systems 
problems. Major fields of interest :  s t ructural  mater ia ls ,  the design and 
Education: Carnegie Institute of 
Current  research:  direction of projects on the application of 
construction process  in building, and technology t ransfer .  Publications in- 
clude: NASA TU Survey on Systems Methodology in  Urban Construction 
(197 00; currently working on a TU Survey on Materials. 
EDWARD BLAIR ALLEN, age 32, Assistant Professor  of Architecture, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
University of Minnesota (B. Arch. With High Distinction, 1962), University 
of California (M. Arch. , 1964), Universita'di Roma, Facolta'di Architettura. 
Professional Experience: Associate, MLTW Architects, Berkeley, California, 
1964- 1966, work primari ly  in  the fields of housing and urban design; Fulbright 
scholar in Italy,  1966-1967; Research Associate, M. I. T . ,  1968; Assistant 
Professor ,  M.I. T., 1968-present. Research: Self-designing towns in southern 
Italy, 1966-1967; Ground facilities for a VTOL intercity transportation net- 
work, 1968-1970; A totally automated system for the construction of housing, 
1969-present. 
urban growth, both service systems and architectural  enclosures. 
cations: Editor, Lightweight Structures, University of California, 1963; 
Stone Shelters,  M.I. T. P r e s s ,  1969; numerous a r t ic les  in professional jour- 
nals. 
Education: Univer sity of Wisconsin, 
Major field of interest:  the uses of advanced technology in 
Publi- 
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APPENDIX D 
Computer Dynamics, Inc. : A Case Study 
EXHIBIT 1 
Fifteen Programs Selected and Reasons for  Their Rejection 
#28/MFS- 12946 -- "Principle axis computation" 
terested in  the l'mechanical" ra ther  than the s t ruc tura l  properties of 
systems and CDI's customers focus on the s t ruc tura l  aspects.  
#32). 
This program takes an approach to problems that is primarily in- 
(See below, 
#29/GSC- 10249 - -  "FAMSUB: A computer program for  determining t h e  
frequencies and mode shapes of uniform beams" 
This program takes an approach to problems that is primarily in- 
terested in the "mechanical" ra ther  than the s t ruc tura l  properties of 
systems and CDI's customers focus on the s t ructural  aspects.  
#32). 
(See below, 
#30/LAR- 10290 - -  ''BOSOR: Buckling of shells of revolution with various 
wall c ons t ruc t ions 
This program takes an approach to problems that is primarily in- 
terested in the lTmechanical'l ra ther  than the s t ruc tura l  properties of 
systems and CDI's customers focus on the s t ructural  aspects.  
#32). 
(See below, 
#32/MFS- 1633 - -  Column analysis of universally joined ends" 
industry. The approach i t  takes to analysis is that of arr iving a t  a solution 
(or optimization) that is constrained only by the "laws" of theroret ical  
mechanics. Since s t ruc tura l  analysis in construction applications is con- 
s t ra ined by design codes (either statutory o r  those established by various 
"authorities, 
cannot be used for  buildings and hence the program will not be used by con- 
struction s t ruc tura l  engineers. 
This program is only of marginal  applicability to the construction 
e .  g . ,  the AISC) the solutions obtained using this program 
#33/MFS- 1904 - -  "Pipe s t r e s s  program" 
character is t ics :  
hanger types; and (2) The ease  with which the use r  can input the geometric 
description of the piping system. 
systems that included hangers was the pr imary reason for  the initial 
interest  in i t  - -  MFS-1489 (UDAP #16) "Kellog piping analysis' ' was re- 
jected originally because i t  does not take hangers into account - -  since 
pipe systems in buildings are, in general, hung. The amount of coni- 
putational work required by the u s e r  to prepare acceptable input for  the 
program is a l so  of c r i t i ca l  importance. Ideally, it should be a t  a minimum, 
since m o s t  u s e r s  find it objectionable that the computer cannot do this for  
them. 
program handles - -  that the program operation be "transparent. ' I  This 
I 
The usability of this program was initially seen to hinge on two 
(1) Its ability to handle pipe systems with a variety of 
The program's ability to handle pipe 
They thus desire  that they not be aware of the complexities that the 
D- 1 
degree of user orientation of program structure ,  particularly in t e r m s  of 
the input and output of the program, is being found more  frequently in 
currently available applications programs, particularly those available 
on time sharing systems. 
Most cri t ically,  the program does not appear to fully solve the kind of 
problem it  is supposed to. 
computation to prepare the input, the user must  a l so  provide the equivalent 
nodal loads for the piping system. Furthermore,  the documentation is 
unclear on a number of key points. There is no indication of how the pro- 
gram handles branches in the piping system, nor is i t  c lear  exactly how 
the hangers are to be described to the program. While a sample problem 
could clar i fy  these questions,  none is provided. Neither is the range of 
temperature specified within which the solutions computed a r e  valid, even 
though it is c lear  that such a limited range exis ts .  
sion. The program, in fact ,  provides only the basic mat r ix  manipulation 
algorithm f o r  pipe s t r e s s  problems. I t  thus appears that this "program" 
is r e a l l y  only a subroutine of a l a rge r  m o r e  comprehensive program, and 
it m a y  simply be a piece of a program. 
distributed begins with Section I11 lends some credence to this conclusion, 
since i t  seemed unlikely that a propulsion engineer could use the program 
to analyze rocket piping systems in i ts  present form.  
The final evaluation of the program revealed several  weaknesses. 
In addition to the need for  extensive pre-use 
These characterist ics taken together suggest a summary conclu- 
The fact  that the documentation 
835/MFS-2227 - -  "Complex column analysis" 
The reasons given for  #32 apply. 
#36/MFS-2230 -- "Simple column analysis" 
The reasons given for  # 3 2  apply. 
#41/NPO- 10598 - -  "ELAS: A general purpose computer program for the 
equilibrium problems of l inear  structures" 
The amount of ma in  memory this program requires is beyond the 
size available to the user of a typical time sharing system. 
however to  be usable for  remote job entry use (i .e. ,  quasi time shar ing)  
o n a  CDC 6600 o r  UNIVAC 1108, 
problems as #32, 35, and 36 o r  not i s  not clear].  
It appears 
[Whether i t  suffers from the same 
' #42/NUC-44 - -  "Computer program to select  the s izes  of s t ruc tura l  
steel columns" 
The preliminary evaluation of this program identified two charac- 
ter is t ics  which could preclude i ts  adoption: It computes only axial loads 
on columns, requiring bi-axial loads to be manually computed by the use r ;  
and i t  se lects  standard column s izes  that mee t  the computed load require- 
ments f rom the 1963 American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) code - -  
which code has been revised in 1969 and published in June, 1970. 
Final evaluation resulted in rejection for these reasons,  even 
though the algorithm used was most  useful. 
top of the s t ruc ture ,  selecting a column a t  a time, and choosing successive 
columns on the basis  of the cumulated axial loads.)  A m a j o r  element in this 
(The program begins a t  the 
D-2 
decision was the fact that the AISC has announced i ts  plan to release (and 
make freely available) a column selection program that takes both axial 
and bi-axial loads into account and uses  the 1969 AISC code as  the bas is  
for selection. (The AISC program is to be a modified version of a pro- 
gram originally written by its Canadian counterpart). 
#43 /NUC- 10170 - -  "A general  se r ies  solution technique for bending of 
i r regular  laterally loaded flat plates" 
#32,  e tc . ,  and i s  hence of interest  primarily to the mechanical engineer. 
It appears to be intended primarily for the analysis of pressure vessel  
designs - -  rather than typical elements of building structures - -  and seems 
most  appropriate for continuous process facilities, e .  g . ,  refineries o r  
nuclear power stations. 
This program shares  the "theory constrained" characterist ic of 
#46/ - - "NASTRAN" 
As was indicated above (Section Z),  NASTRAN is not suitable for 
operation on a typical time sharing system because of its enormous core 
memory  requirements. 
D-3 
APPENDIX E 
Computer Softwar e from NASA 
Computer --- Software from IVASA- * 
A t  the recent  CEPA meet.ing in St. Lou i s ,  the board requested that 
a brief l i s t  of coinpater prograins clevcloped by NASA be distributed to 
the inembcrship.  
Cainbriclge, Massachusetts as part  of a study to deterimine the applicability 
of aer.ospace technology to urban construction. 
are grouped by prol~lcm areas in.the construction industry. 
of the programs were originally writ ten fo r  l a r g e  computers,  many are small  
enough to be run on the  II3M 11.30 o r  a coi-nparablc machine. 
This  l ist  was coinpiled by Abt Ass0cj.ate.s Inc. of 
The programs 1.isted 
Although most 
CEPA members can receive addiiioiial information on any program 
l is ted by circl ing its a u i n b e r  on the included rep1.y form. 
be provided on any progran. ,  but because of the r a the r  slrbstantial cost 
of distributing documentation for  all programs, members '  requests  will 
Abstracts can 
be tabulated and dccurnei-daiion fo r  only the 15  most  requested programs will 
be macle available a t  no charge. 
pzri-nit execution on  other madchines r a i se s  diff'lcu1.t questions with respect 
t o  the economics and charac te r  of the final produc.t. 
can oi1ly say that a conunittce 01 the board i s  working with Abt Associates 
and NASA on .resolving this i ssue .  
The need for  program modifications to  
A?. the pieseiit we 
. If there are any applications for whjcli you suspect NASA may  have 
a program not on the list, please descr ibe the application on  the r e v e r s e  
of the reply €01-in. 
exhaustive of either NASA program resources  o r  the needs of the a rch i -  
tectural  and engineering cominuiiitie s. 
Abt Associates  is  aware  that their  l i s t  i s  i n  no way 
They a r e  most ansious to l ea rn  
/ of 9 other applications you would have interest  in ,  
Please use  the enclosed r cp ly  f o r m  and r e i u r n  i t  to: 
Abt Associates  Inc. 
55 Wheeler Street  
. Cambridge,  Massachusetts 02138 
If you have any qnestions regarding the programs,  or would like 
adclitional information, please contact either Karl Radov or' Dick Foster  
of AM Associates at (617) 492-7100, collcct. 
Returning the rcply Iorm docs not obligate you in any way. 
KEPLY FCRK 
For add i t iona l  i~dorrnatioii  on any of thc prograins on the  attached 
list, pleasc circle the appropriatc nuinber. 
1 2 . ' 3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18  19 20 . 21 2 2 '  23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30  
3 1  32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40'  -41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 5 5  56  57 58 59 60 
61  62 63 64 65 66 67 68 6 9  70 7 1  72 73 74 75 
16 77 78 . .  79 80 81 __ 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89  90 
31 
1 It is aiiticj.pzted that time and financial constraints m a y  inake it 
difficclt  t o  provide documentsttion on all p r o g r a m s ,  
requests ~ 4 1 . 1  be tabulated a n d  docurnentatio:l di StribCited on those in  
\vbicb t h e  most jn te res t  i s  indicated. 
every effort will be made t o  m.eet a l l  reques ts .  
Conscclurntly, al l  
T o  the extent tb.rit it i s  possible, 
Tit1.e -- Name 
- ---- A d d r e s s  
__I-- 
State Z j  p -- I City 
Plcatsc r e t u r n  this  f o r m  to the address 011 the letterhead to  the attention -- 
of Karl Raclov. 
------ _p--__l l_-___ll---- 
U s e  the reverse to  l i s t  any  .oLIier 1;ind.s oi p r o g r a m s  i n  wliicti you ~ i a v e  in tc res t .  
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